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Girl with

:r

:': j ::'rli'

a Hoop ( 1885 ) by

THE REASON FOR THE APPEARANCE OF "GIRL
I with a Hoop" in Gallery Q is quite straight{or"ward: the
hoop. It is a beguilingly simple thing. You can roll itthat's obvious enough. You can "iump rope" with it, which
is not so obvious. You can spin it, so that it seems like a
semitransparent globe. But the little girl will have a few
years to wait before she understands, for instance, that the
hoop's center of mass is nowhere to be {ound along the ring
of the hoop itself-it's right in the middle, where there's
no hoop at all!

.::: _:: -.: ::

jl:

l:l

Augtiste Renoir

When she has come to the point of studying physics, she

will understand the equation for a hoop's "moment of inertia" given on page 6. She will also understand why the
hoop rolls back to her when she tosses it forward with
backspin. (How many times did she test this out, throwing it further and further, trying to see how {ar she could
send the hoop and still have it obediently return?) Though
Renoir's painting of{ers no evident clue, we must nevertheless conclude that this little girl will someday be able
to read all oI the article that begins on page 4.
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particularly deep hole in
North America, rr,e sometimes ioke
about diggrng "a11 the way to China."
Well, ii you a11ow yourself to be drawn
into our cover, you may find yoursel{
emerging on the other side of the cutWhen rr.e dig
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ting board-on page 10! It won't be an
"in{inite descent"-a very handy technique in mathematics that may trace
its lineage back to the ancient Greeks.
But then, you wouldn't want it to bewould you?

by S. Artyomov, Y. Gimatov, and V. Fyodorov
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"call you heal' lllEl."
Some thoughts on the history of human communication
I SEND A HUGE
file in a matter of seconds over
a T1 line from my office in Nevada to NSTA headquarters in
suburban Washington, D.C., I can't
help marveling at the power at my
fingertips. Not only has a mindboggling amount of informationhigh-resolution pictures, countless
words (I don't send audio or video
clips, but others do)-been com'
pressed into a few megabytes of figital " space." 1 This in{ormation is being transported over thousands of
miles of geographic space.
It occurred to me that there are
two basic aspects to communication. One is the software-the lanVERY TIME

or system of symbols, we use
to organize our thoughts. The other
is the hardware-our vocal chords, a
clay tablet, a telephone line, or a

#a4q

combination of several devices. I
same across a marvelous book
called The Timetables of Technology (Bunch and Hellemans, eds.,
Touchstone Books, 1993) and have
spent many hours extracting from

it

my own timeline that includes both
aspects of communications-the
"linguistic" ar'd the "technical."
I hope you will find it as fascinating
as I do and will excuse the greater
length of this Publisher's "Page."
Why not insert your own year of
lThe question of how much
" spac,e" a computer file takes up is a
curious one: x number of floppy disks,
or y millimeters on a tape drive, or z

infinitesimal electron "parking
spaces" in a RAM chip " garage."
JUI.Y/AUGUSI 1SS6

birth

(as

I did!) to get a perspective

on what preceded you and what has

occurred in your lifetime?
Over the history of Floriro s.;t:ens, from about 90,000 :.: ro the
present/ there has been a ven' slorr

evolution of hutnan L, irrnrunications, from rudimentart marks on
bones and stone to oulm.-dern elec-

tronic communrcatron svstems. A
broad vieu, of thrs i-Lrstorr- reveals
only a ferv quantum leaps in the
technologr- of communrcations. For
example, it took some 60,000 years
for humans to develop the ability to
scratch sirnple counting numbers on
It took another 10,000 years
abilitl to include
pictures of animals and other obbones.

or so to extend this

jects. Some 7,000 years 1ater, rudi-

rnentary writing began to occur in
the form of hieroglyphics. It then
took almost 2,000 more years, until
about 1,000 r.c., for an alphabet to
be created. This was one of those
quantum Jeaps in communications.
90,000 n.c.: Fossil evidence of archaic
forrn of Homo sapiens is present in Af-

rica. 35,000 s.c.: Homo sapiens is the
only member of the genus left. The Neanderthais have disappeared, and technology advances swi{tly. 30,000 n.c.: Paleolithic peoples in central Europe and
France used tallies on bone, ivory and
stone to record numbers. For example,
a wolf bone shows 55 cuts arranged in

groups of five. Musical instruments
from bird or bear bones were made.
25,000 n.c.: Ceramic figurines emerge in
Moravia. 20,000 r.c.: Animal engravings
are made in north-western Spain, and in
France, carved pendants with allegorical

scenes are made. 15,000 n.c.: Figurines
are madewearing clothing. Abone map

of a region in Ukraine is created. 10,000
e.c.: Polychrome red and black bison
created on ceiling of Altamira Cave in
Spain. In France, geometric designs are

painted on pebbles. Fired clay tokens are
made to express/ as a form of written
word, the idea of a number. 5,000 r.c.:
Cave painting near the White Sea shows
people walking with planks attached to
their feet, at early form of skis. 3,300
s.c.: In Sumeria pictographs are used in
horizontal strips on baked clay tablets.

Egyptians begin to write using hieroglyphic signs on papyrus. 2,900 r.c.:
Eglptian scribes devise hieratic script, a
simplification of hieroglphics. 1,800 r.c.:
An early form of cuneiform writing style
emerges in Babylonia. 1,500 s.c.: The

first alphabets are created, one of these
by stripping cuneiform characters to 30
signs, each stanfing {or a sound. 1,000
s.c.: The Phoenician alphabet of 22 signs
for consonants is developed and will
later be adapted by both the Greeks and
the Israelites.

With an alphabet, records oi the
written word accumulated, so that,
7OO yearslater, at about 300 s.c.,
some 750,000 "books" (papyrus
scrolls) had been placed in the great
library of Alexandria. This library
was partially destroyed in 50 n.c.,
and the Christians destroyed a major portion of the library 44O years
later, with the final destruction carried out by the Muslims in,t.o. 550.
The Chinese invented paper in
150 n.c., and even though it was not
at first used for writing, it became,
over the centuries, used for money
and for pages of books. By e.o. 600

the Chinese had printed whole
pages using a block, the precursor

to

the printing press.
300 s.c.: Some,750,000 "books" on papyrus scrolls, all known books, are
placed in the library at Alexandria. 250
s.c.: Parchment is invented, followed
somewhat later by vellum, both sides of
which can be written on. 150 e.c.: The

Chilese invent paper, but not for writing on. 100 s.c.: The Codex, leaves of

parchment sewn together-the first
"book"-appears in Rome. 50 n.c.: The
great library at Alexandria is partially
destroyed and many books are either
destroyed or lost. Lucretius describes
how the illusion of motion can be created by sequential display of frames. 0:
A fictionary of local expressions is made
in China. 110: The oldest piece ofpaper

writing is in existence. 390:
Destruction of more of the library at
used for

Alexandria by Christians.600: The Chi-

nese

print whole

pages

with
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It took almost 700 more years before block printing was common in
Europe, followed rapidly by the inYention of the printing press with
movable type by Gutenberg and
Koster. A brief period of some 300
years produced dramatic improvements in the technology of written
communications. Text and type appeared on the same page. Color separations were made to give color to
pdnted materials. But the first book
was not printed in the Engiish lan-

untll1474.

870: First printed book, the Diamond
Sutra. 900: Printed money is used in
China. 1000: Alhazen describes the camera obscura, precursor to the carrreta.
1050: Chinese books are printed with
movable type. 1,086: The Doomsday
Book is written in England. 1107: The

Chinese invent multicolor printing.
1215: The Magna Carta is signed. 1290:
Block printing is used in Europe to print
pages. 1379: Cryptography is invented.
1390: Metal type used for printing in
Korea. 1396: Gutenberg and Koster invent printing with movable t1pe. 1420:

Schoeffer invents "color separation//
printing, using blue and red ink. 1460:
Pfister combines woodcuts with movable
type to give images and text on one page.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 37
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AUenusian myslsry
"Star light, star bright,
First star I see this morning

-Fractured

nursery rhyme

by Vladimir Surdin

HEN THE TITLE OF A SCIentific article intended for a
general audience contains
the word "mystery," one is
tempted to turn to the end and look
at the answer. In this case, don't
bother-this particular astronomical paradox is still waiting to be explained. The purpose of this article
is merely to acquaint you with itmaybe you'll be the person who
manages to unravel this problem.
Ihe niddle olhet' rotatiolt
Venus is known to be very similar to our planet in mass and size.

However, it's Iocated somewhat
nearer to the Sun and makes one
revolution around it in 224.7 days
(throughout this article "days" will
meart"Earth days"). As for the rotation of Venus about its axis, astronomers knew nothing about it
for a long time because the details
of planet's surface can't be seen
through the thick Venusian atmosphere. It was radar that made it
possible to break through the
planet's cloudy layer and learn that
it rotated about its polar axis very
slowly and in the direction opposite
to its orbital revolution, making a
JljI.Y/AUEllSI
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complete turn in 243 days.In this
respect Venus is strikingly different
from its kindred planets (Earth and
Mars), where the daily rotation proceeds in the direction of orbital revo-

lution and the period is far shorter
(approximately one day).

Venus offered yet another surprise. As astronomers observed the

motion of the clouds in its atmosphere, they saw that the upper lay-

ers of the atmosphere moved by
themselves, separate from the
planet, revolving in the same direction but far more quickly-in iust
four days. Keep in mind that the atmosphere o{ Venus is significantly
more massive and dense than the
Earth's. Naturally some scientists
were tempted to explain the paradoxical rotation of Venus by the interaction of the planet with its massive atmosphere.
For example, a manuscript was
once sent to a journal with the title:
"The Atmosphere of Venus is a Giant Heat Engine." The paper asserted that by absorbing the Sun's
heat, the atmosphere of Venus could
affect the planet's rotation. To prove
it, the following estimate was made.
The power of the solar radiation

striking the Venusian atn:,- slhere is
about 1017 W. Thus th; :-anet acquired 1034 I of ene r.-.- ,-i-er the
course of its evoiutic:r :iilions of
years). If Venus ror=:c j like the
Earth (that is, with . :-rrod of 24
hours), its rotationa. <-::e tic energy
would be about 1O] T E','rdently the
atmosphere of Ver:;. ras received
enough solar ene ::,,- to stop the
planet's rotation anj .rart it rotating
in the opposrtc *.r-Jtion many
times. The authi:s lf the manuscript were quite c,-'i.,-inced that this
estimate proved rI:c:r hypothesis.
Do you agree u-rth trenl
"tfiree

lillal's olmm]tanics"
How does one r-errir- a nerv idea?
First off, a physicist thmks about the
conservation law's. ln the problem of
the Venusian rotation , the lav, of
conservation of energy surely isn't
ThB

violated. What other quantities _

must be conserved? There are two- f
linear momentum andangulu mo'
mentum. All of classical mechanics P=
rests on these three "pillars." As we
-9
examine the rotation of Venus, we f
*=
are particularly interested in the angular momentum.
:
The capacity of an object to main- i

tair_ arotation or transfer it to other
objects is characterrzedby its angu-

know the mass of the substance
ejected from the engine and its

lat momentum.Therc are many features common to both angular momentum ancl linear momentum.
Students are generally familiar
with linear momentum, known in
the old days as the "quantity of
motion." This is a vector pointing i4
the direction of the object's motion
and equal to the product of its mass
and velocity:

speed. The point is that the engine's
power is expended not only on push-

p = mv.

(1)

The total linear momentum is conserved when objects interact. One of
many examples is that of jumping
from a boat: you jump in one direction, the boat moves in the opposite
direction. The law can be clearly
observed in a skating rink: if you and
your friend are standing on the ice in
your skates and you push off from
one another, you'll move off in op-

posite directions, and the lighter
partner will travel with the greatet
speed.

However, it's not so easy to observe the implementation of this
physical law on the ground. The reason is friction. An automobile starts
to move/ but the Earth stays put.
Strictly speaking, the Earth also acquires a momentum in the opposite
direction, but due to its huge mass
the corresponding speed is negligible. So when the car's wheels grip
the road, we {orget about the conser-

vation law: the recoil momentum
always goes "into the ground," and
the planet's motion doesn't change
appreciably-in {act, it remains a
convenient reference system. I{ we
know the engine's power and the
mass of the automobile, it's easy to
calculate the time required to accelerate to a cefiain speed. To do so, we

ing the rocket in the forward direction, but also on accelerating the
ejected substance (plasma, perhaps)

in the opposite direction. hr this process both the rocket and ejected substance have momenta that are equal
(in magnitude)! In outer space, conservation of momentum is a serious
thing.
Of equal importance is the law of
conservation of angular momentum
L, which is also a vector quantity.
To illustrate how it works, consider
an object that has an axis of symmetry and rotates about it. In this case
the direction of the vector L coincides with that of the angular velocity vector o)-that is, the vector L is
directed along the rotation axis such
that, if we look toward it, we see the
object rotating clockwise (the socalled right-hand rule). Recall that
the magnitude of the angular velocity (measured in radians per unit
time) is linked to the period of rotation 7by the relation
2n

For a rotating object the angular
velocity plays the same role as its
linear counterpart does for an object
moving in a straight line. hr the definition of linear momentum, given
by equation (1 |, its value is linked to
the (linear) velocity by the magnitude of the object's inertia-that is,
its mass. The angular momentum
and angular velocity are related in a
similar way, but in this case the
magnitude of the (angular) inertia is
the "moment of inertia" 1:

use only the law of conservation of
energy and forget about the conser-

L:Iro.

vation of momentum.
In this respect/ outer space is
more like ice: one must not neglect
momentum in space! Here's one
example: if the nuclear engine of a
spaceship of massm develops power
W, what will the acceleration of the
spaceship be? Surprisingly, this
problem can't be solved unless we

For a physical point with mass m,
the moment of inertia is caiculated
according to the relation

JllI.Y/AUf,USI ISSS

= mR2

2]

l2l

mR2,

where R is the distance from the
point to the axis of rotation. By the
way, the angular momentum in this
case can be written in another way:

T7= -a$

-

mRv,

(3)

where v is the linear speed of the circular motion. The moment of inertia
of a rigid system of bodies is the sum
of its constituent parts:
n

t =\miR?,
j=1

which corresponds to an integral
over the entire volume o{ the con-

tinuous bodies:

I = I R2d-.
J
Shown below are the moments of

inertia of some objects that have
simple shapes:

thinnng

solid

cylinder

disk

C0=-'
T

I:

L

-)
mR'

@
*"'P
+V

L :\z

1

-mR
2

I

,Y9
,ez

-mR'
2

2"

sphere

,@

-mR'
5

thin rod

4l

l,l,

_1 ml'_,

_f
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Now let's look at how the law of
conservation of angular momentum
works in a few examples.
Case 1. You sit down on a stool
that can rotate about its vertical axis
and take a massive wheel that can
rotate about the vertical axis (fig. 1).
Clearly the angular momentum of
the system "person-stool-whee1" is
zero. Now try to spin the wheel. In
doing so you (together with the
stool) begin to rotate in the opposite
direction: the angular momentum of
the wheel is compensated by the opposite angular momentum of the

rotatel Where
recoil
angular
momentum?
It
is the
ground"!
the
Naturally
went "into
our huge planet didn't notice it.
Flere's another example: the
movement of a swing (fig. 4). Here
we use the law of conservation of
energy/ noting the transition from
potential energy to kinetic and back
again, but in doing so we pay no attention to the law of conservation of
angular momentum. Why? We can
see at once that angular momentum
is not conserved during the motion-the swing rotates alternately
case the stool doesn't

Figure

1

"person-stool" system. The total
angular momentum remains zero.
Case 2. A figure skater rotates on
the ice with her arms spread wide.
Then she presses them quickly to

where the force is applied.l Here we
use the vector product, which takes
into account the different possible
directions of the vectors r and F.

For those who aren't familiar
with vector products, we note that
the resulting vector for the torque

in both directions. Where is the "res-

is directed perpendicular to both
vectors r and F and is oriented ac-

away) the angular momentum to

However, common experience
ground, the law of conservation of
angular momentum is just as unimportant as the law of linear momentum. For example, let's modify the
experiment with the rotating stool:
now you spin the wheel about a
horizontal axis-that is, perpendicular to the stool's axis (fig. 3). In this

Figure 3

t

Figure 4

ervoir" that supplies (and takes

tells us that, for bodies on the

l4l

the point of rotation to the point

much faster (fig. 2). When the skater
drew her arms closer to her axis of

Figure 2

t:rxF,

where r is the position vector from

her chest-and begins to rotate
rotation, she decreased the moment
of inertia of her body, which was
compensated by an increase in the
angular velocity (o: LlIl.

a spaceship, you need to fire the
steering rockets (in this case the
burnt fuel carries off the recoil momentum) or engage the gyrodynes,
which are massive flywheels rotating in the direction opposite to that
in which the spaceship is to be
turned.
To change the momentum of an
obiect, one must apply a force F; but
to change the angular momentum,
one must appLy a torque (the moment of the force):

(and from) the swing? The Earth
again, of course!
When solving common "earthly"
problems, engineers rarely think
about conservation of angular momentum. As a ru1e, all motors are
firmly affixed to a massive platform
and do not experience recoil rotation
when the flywheel begins to move.
In some particular cases-say, when
one is designing a helicopter-the
problem of angular momentum is
very important. The helicopter's
main rotor continuously imparts an
angular momentum to the surrounding air, so a recoil momentum
is imparted to the helicopter. To stabilize the afuuaft, engineers use either two counterotating rotors or a
tail rotor that rotates in the vertical
plane, located as far back from the
rotation axis of the main rotor as
possible. However, there are few
other examples in terrestrial engineering.
On the other hand, when dealing
with problems in outer space/ one
cannot avoid the laws of conservation of angular momentum and linear momentum. If you want to turn

cording to the right-hand rule. This
force is equal to

t:IF sin

0/

cr is the angle between r and
F (fig. 5). The value d = z sin cr is

where

Figure 5
lNote that the general definition o{
the angular momentum o{ a point
mass looks a lot like the de{inition of
the torque in equation (4):

L:rxp,
where r is the position vector of the
point. In the particular case of a point
moving in a circle, we obtain formula
(3). The angular momentum of a
system of points is equal to the sum of
the individual momenta, which
results in {ormula (21 fior a rigid oblect
rotating about its symmetry axis.
Generally, L and ro are not parallel, but
the objects considered here (a planet's
atmosphere) have a high degree oi
symmetry. For objects with spherical
symmetry/ L and or are always

paruLlel.-Ed.
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New frorn NSTA,

referred to as the moment

am.

When a torque acts on an object
for a time intervalAr, the object's angular momentum changes by AL:
AL = ATAT.

In addition/ we mustn't forget that
the rotating body accumulates kinetic energy E. Since v = rrrR, the
value of this energy is

1.2

_
E=-lril
2
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It's clear that in this formula for the
rotational kinetic energy the moment of inertia plays the role of the
MASS.

I-ooking lon an answen

What about the enigma we
started with? What could change the
rotation of Venus so radically (as-

suming it was born a quite " rrormal"
planet, rotating like Earth or Mars)?
Undoubtedly a planet's atmosphere
can transform the Sun's energy into
mechanical work. Solar energy in-

duces vertical and horizontal air
flows that move clouds and sand
dunes, push sailboats across the
water, and rotate the vanes of windmills. But considering a planet as a
system composed of a solidbody and
an atmosphere/ we need to keep in

mind the conservation of the total
angular momentum: the planet and
its atmosphere can exchange angular momentum, but they cannot
change the total amount of it.
However large the Venusian atmosphere is, its mass is only
1120,000 that of the entire planet,
and the corresponding moment of
inertia is 1/10,000 that of the planet.
So if Venus rotated initially with a
period of 24 hours and then practically stopped and transferred all its
angular momentum to its atmosphere, the atmosphere would have
to revolve around the planet with a
period of 24 hours/10,000 : 8.6 seconds. Such a huge velocity is more
than enough to overcome the gravity of Venus and fly off into outer
space!

Therefore, we must look for external objects with which Venus

could exchange angular momentum. It could be, for example , a satellite of Venus similar to our Moon.
(By the way, the tides generated by
the Moon slow the Earth's rotation,
and in the future it will be very slow,
with a period of tens of days. But
that's the subject of another article.)
A satellite could have done the trick
for Venus, and then the planet lost
it to the depths of space.
There is still another agent that
can alfect the rotation of Venus: sunlight! As noted earlier, the power of
the solar radiation striking Venus
is W= 1017 W. Thus the force of the
light pushing against the disk of the
planet rs F : Wlc = 3 . 108 N. If the
reflective properties are uniform
over the entire disk, then (due to
symmetry)there wi1l be no torque.
However, if there is a persistent
asymmetry in the Venusian atmosphere between the morning and
evening hemispheres, the incoming
flow of photons could trans{er some
angular momentum to the planet.
In the simplest case, if one hemisphere were black and the other
white (absorbing and reflecting
light, respectively), the light pressure could spin the planet so as to
attain a period of a few days. Or,
conversely, it could stop the
planet's rotation, if it had the same
period (a few days). The actual
asymmetry of the Venusian atmosphere isn't so drastic, of course, but
it exists nevertheless: there is a certain smal1 difference between the
morning and evening hemispheres
in the altitude of some atmospheric
layers and their reflective power.
This is seemingly caused by heating
of the atmosphere by day and cooling by night.
With the help of the simple formulas described in this article you
can work out different possible scenarios for how the rotation o{ Venus
evolved. Don't forget about the particles in the solar wind that bombard
the planet-perhaps they, too, can
modify its rotation. However, in
each of your scenarios the total angular momentum of all the interacting participants must be strictly

conserved!
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A method for getting to the bottom of a wide range of problems

by Lev Kurlyandchik and Grigory Rozenblume

HICH IRRATIONAL NUM.
ber is the "oldest"? Undoubtedly,
We don't know ex-

actly ^/i.
who was the first to

prove its irrationality, but we're sure

the argument went something like
this.
Ihe lhsfi pl,ool

Z is arational number.
^l
Geometrically, this means that the
diagonal length c of a square is commensurable with its side length athat is, there exist integers m andn
and a segment of length a such that
c: dm, a: dn. Mark m - 1 equally
spaced points on the diagonalAC and
n - 1 points on the side DC of a square
ABCD (fig. 1). Mark off the segment
AK: AD on the diagonal and the segmentDE = KC on the side. Their endpoints K and E will fit on pcints
we've marked before. Let's prove
that the triangles ACD andKEC are
similar to each other. Since they
have a common angle C, it suffices
Suppose

=

K

U

E

3

x
o
=

K1

A

Figure

1

D

to prove that KCIEC : CDIAC.
We note that KC : c - a and EC :
a - (c - al = 2a - c. Remembering that
cla:
we have

^li,

KCz
ECz

-zac = \az -2ac
c2 + 4a2 - 4ac
Go'4*
c2 + a2

I
2

CD2

ACz'

Thus triangle KEC,like triangle
DAC, is an isosceles right triangle,
and we can repeat the above construction on its sides CE and CK,
marking point K, on CE such that
E\ = KC and point E, on CK such
that KEr: CKr.These points will
again be points of division; the tri-

T[e $etoltd U'ml

To prove that

ii

is irrational

means to proye that the ecluation
*' = 2y'has no positive integer solutions. Suppose such solutions exist and x = rrTt y : n is one of them.
It follows from the equation that
m is an even number/ so we can
write m = Zmt for some integer mr.
Substituting this into the equation
gives n2 = Zml-that is, x : 11, y : ffi t
is also a solution. Notice that this
second solution is "smaller" than
the first: n < mt frt < fi.Now we can
apply the same reasoning to obtain

third solutionx: rr71t y =n, (where
nl, which is even "smaller"
than the second: mr < nt fir < frt.
angle KrCE, will again be an isosce- Proceeding in the sime way we'll
les right triangle; and our construc- obtaining ever decreasing solutions
tion can be reproduced anew to yield of the equation. But once again
another similar triangle K rCEr. This there's a contrafiction up ahead! A11
process can be continued indefi- the numbets m, nt frt, fr1, ... are
nitely. The triangies KrCErthus ob- positive integers and they strictly
tained are getting smaller and decrease-m , fr, frr > n, > ..., and
smaller, while the points Ku E, aI- an infinite decreasing secluence of
ways hit our initial division points. positive integers is impossible.
But the number of these points is Therefore, our rnitial conjecture was
finite! And the number of triangles erroneous and ""D is irrational.
K iCE iis infinite. This contradiction
Essentially, both these proofs folproves the irrationality of "12.
lowed the same scheme. Assuming
Centuries passed. An algebraic- that the problem has a solution/ we
and perhaps simpler-proof was in- constructed a certain inJinite processi
vented.
whereas, by its nature/ the process
a

2nr:
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must stop at a certairr Point. This
method of proof is called themethod
of infinite descent.r
The method of descent is o{ten
used in a simpler form. Assuming
that we have already reached the
natural termination point of the process/ we make sure that we " cart't
stop" at this point.
Ihefiind pl'nol

Letx: rri, y:

n be the solution to

the equation * : 25? with the least
possible x. The number m must be
even/ so we can write m :Zmr, and
x = fit Y = m, is also a solution. But
m > nt in contradiction to the choice
of the solution lm, nl as the "smallest.

"

This version of the proof shows
that the method of descent is related
to the method of mathematical induction. They are both based on the
fact that any nonempty set of positive integers has a smallest element.2 The method of descent is
especially useful in proving theorems that assert that some situation
is not possi.ble.
Now let's consider a number of
examples illustrating the diversity
of applications of infinite descent.

solution with the smallest possible
x. It follows from the equation that
r is an even number/ so we letr :2rr.
Substituting this into the equation
and dividing by two, we get
4ma + 2na + pa

:8r{.

Now we see that p is even, so let
p =2pr.Then

Zma+na+Bpf=4rf.
We proceed in the same wd.1,: n

:

ma + 8nf + 4pf :2rl;

then m = 2rr11,

: frt, Z = Pt, t

= rtt wtth

We see again that all the numbers
can't be odd (otherwise, the left side
could not be divisible by 8). Exactly
two of the numbers can't be odd either, because in this case the left side
wouldn't even be divisible by 4. So all
of them again are even: xl : 2x2,
yt:2Y2, zr: 222, ur:Zur. Another

substitution and simplification
yields

ecluation

a

smaller x: mr < m! This contradicts
the choice of the initial solution as

the "smallest."
The next problem is a little more

difficult.
Problem 2. Prove that the equation

**f+22+772=2xyzu
has no positive integer solutions.

Solution. Let x, y, z, ube a solution to our ecluation. Since the left
side, x2 + yz + 22 + u2, is an even
number, there must be evenly many
Diopfianline Bqrfl[iolt$
One of the areas in which the odd numbers-that is, four, two/ or
method is most frequently used is in zero-among the numb ers x, y I z, 11.
the solution of equations in integers, If all of them are odd, the left side of
often cailed Diophantine equations. the equation is divisible by four,
Problem 1. Prove that the equa- whereas the right side is not. Suppose that the set l*, y,., u) contains
tion
only two odd numbers. The identity
B#+45/+Zza:t4
l2k+Il2 +lzn+ll2 =4(k2 +n2 +k+nl+2
has no solution in positive integers. shows that the sum of any two odd
Solution. Suppose solutions exist. squares leaves a remainder of 2
Let x : m, y : n, z = p, t : tbe the when divided by 4. On the left side
of our equation, we are adding two
lApparently this method was
odd squares and two even squares
invented by the Greeks. There is good
(which are multiples of 4), so the
reason to believe it was the method
remainder upon divisionby 4 is still
Fermat tried to apply to his Great
Theorem.
2. This means that the left side of
2Two other methods, related even
our equation is not a multiPle of 4,
more closely to infinite descent, were
the right side is, and therefore
while
described and discussed in previous
there
cannot be exactly two odd
principle
of
the
of
issues
Quantum'.
numbers amongx/ y, z, andu. So all
taking the extreme (see "Going to
Extremes" in the November/
the numbers are even: x : 2x1,
December 1990 issue) and the method
Y = 2Yy z = 221, u : 2ur. Substitute
of monovariants (see "Light at the End
this into the equation and divide by
of the Tunnel" in the March/April
four:
1994 issue).-Ed.
JUI.Y/AlJOUSI

Bxryrzrur.

kth step of the process yields the

and we have arrived at a solution,
II71t Y

ul :

Y2,22,'ll2are all even, and so on. The

Bm{+anf+2pf=r{;
:

+

*
+ z] + u] : SZxryrzrur.
"] v]
Repeating the above argument
again, we find that the numbers x,

2t71,

X

+ zl
*
"? v?

"?

* y? + zf; + u? = 22k * LxpylVpup,

where all the variables are even integers. These integers were obtained

from those in the initial solution by
k successive divisions by two.
Therefore, the numbers xfZk, yf2k,
zf 2k, ulZk are integers for all k > 0.
And this is, o{ course, impossible.
The next equation has infinitely
many solutions, but can be investigated by the same method.
Problem 3. Find all positive integer solutions to the equation

*-2f:r.
Solution. One solution of the
given equation is not difficult to
guess: Xr = 3, Yr = 2. From the iden-

tity

(3x + 4yl2

-

2l2x + 3yl2

:* -

zJP,

it follows that for any solutiol x, y
the pair 3x + 4y, 2x + 3y is also a
solution. This gives an infinite series of solutions:

,t:3'3+4'2:17,
Yz=2 '3 + 3 '2: 12;
xz = 99, Yz = 70t
and so on. Let's prove that there are

no other numbers satisfYing the
given ecluation.
Consider a solution x, y. Then
3x - 4y, 3y - 2x is a solution too (this

follows from the identity above, if
we reverse the sign of y in it). Notice
that 9* - r6f > 9* - I81? = 9, so
in particular 9* - lStP ,0, which

means that 3x > 4y. Similarly, for
y > 2 wehave 4* - 8JP = 4 < t', so
4* < 9tP and 2x < 3y. This means
that our formulas transform the solution x, y'with y > 2 into another
positive integer solutionx(1), l1). Not
only that, the obvious inequalities
f . | * \P = P < 45?, or y < x < 2y,
imply x(I) . & ylll . y (this is left for
the reader to check). Now we can
form a third solution xlzl, ylz) from
xlrl, ylll, as long as yll) , 2, andso on.
This process can't go on foreverthat is, at a certairr step we'll arrive
at a solution xfu), y(")with yl"l <2.
Since yl"l + 1 (because otherwise
(xl"l|z - | + Z(yl"l1z: B), we must
have yl"l = 2. Then ,1") : g, which
means that the pair x, y belongs to
the series of solutions we started
with.
Comtina[onial Uollems

Problem 4. The mass of each of
2n + | weights is an integer number
of grams. Any 2n of the weights can

into two groups equal in
number (n weights in each) and in
mass. Prove that all the weights are
of equal mass.
Solution. Since the mass of any
2n weights is even, all the masses
are either even or odd (depending on
whether the total mass of all2n + 1
weights is even or odd). Subtract the
mass of the lightest weight (or
weights, if there are several) from
each of the masses. Some of the
weights now have mass 0, and we
can easily check that the new system of weights satisfies the same
condition. Since some of the new
masses are zero, they are all even.
Halving all of them, we again obtain
a system of weights satisfying our
condition. Zero weights are still
present in the new system, so all the
new masses remain even and we
can halve them again. The process
can continue in this way forever,
which is possible only if all the
masses arezero. But this means that
the initial masses were equal to one
another.
Now let's consider a problem
from combinatorial geometry.
Problem 5. Is it possible to cut a
cube into several different cubes?
be divided

#\
,i.i,:,i

\

,,,,:.:::,;l

,,ll

%:

Figure 2
-a

(Cubes are considered different
their edge lengths are different.)

squares/ then the smallest of themsay/ s-cannot border on a side of S.

This is because in this case the
square bordering on the side of s
opposite its "outer" side (being limited by the "neighbors" of s) would
have to be smaller still (see figure 2).
Now we can prove that the answer to the question is no. Suppose
that we've managed to cut a cube Q
into different cubes Q,. Consider
any lace of cube Q-say, its bottom
base S. The cubes Q, that stand on
the base define a partition of S into
different squares. Let S, be the
smallest of them and Q, the corresponding cube. Since S, doesn't border on the boundary of S, it is surrounded by larger squares. Their
corresponding cubes form a "well"
with cube Q, at its bottom. Therefore, the cubes bordering on the upper base 51 of Q, define a partition
of 51 into different squares. The
smallest of them, 52, lies strictly inside Sr', so the corresponding cube
Q, is smaller than Q, and lies at the
bottom of the next "we11." The process can be continued to yield an
infinite tower of decreasing cubes,
which is impossible.
At first sight, it may seem that a
similar argument must work as well
for square partitions of a square. But
in fact it doesn't. Think whyl
We conclude with a problem that

:

(,:,)::

7

if

Solution. We start by noticing
that if a square S is cut into different

has already appeared

\

a2:

n2 + m2

Figure 3
(n :3). If its side length is a, then its
area is a2nl5 .The Pythagorean theorem then guarantees that a2 is an
integer (fig. 3), so a2rE is an irratio-

nal number. On the other hand, it's
clear that the area of any triangle
with vertices at the grid's nodes is
rational (see figure 3).3 This contra-

diction shows that the required

polygon cannot exist for n : 3.
The case of n: 5 follows from the

case of the triangle, because alternate vertices of a regular hexagon
form a regular triangle.
Suppose PrPr...Pris a regular ngon with n * 3t 4, 6 whose vertices
P, are nodes of the grid. Draw the
vectors equal to

m ,Ffl , ...,Ffr,

[$ from the points Pr, Pr, ..., P.,
respectively (fig. ). Their endpoint's
will fit the grid's nodes again and
form a regular n-gon inside the initial one (why?). We can do the same
with the new n-gon and proceed in
this way indefinitely. But the square
of the side length of any n-gon in
this sequence is an integer, and our
process decreases it at every stepl

inQuantumin

Pl

other situations and with other
proofs.

Problem 6. Prove that for n * 4 a
regular n-gon can't be drawn on a
square grid such that its vertices
coincide with nodes of the grid.
Solution. Consider first the case
of a regular (equilateral) triangle

Figure 4
3This is true for any polygon on the

grid.-Ed.
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txercises
1. Prove that unequal sides of an
isosceles triangle with a 36o vertex
are incommensurable.

2. Prove that the number 7 can't
be represented as the sum of the
squares of three rational numbers.
3. Solve the following equations

in integers: (al * - 3y3 (b) 5# + ll54 + lSzB :0.

923

tions have no solutions in nonzero
integers: (^l ,' + y2 + z2 :Zxyz;
(b) xa + t' : ,0. (Hint for part lbl: *,
Pythagorean triple. Use the
familiar formulas for these triples.a)
5. Positive integers a1r a2t ...t an

(n

,

is

a

no two of which are the
written around a circle.
Then each of the numbers is replaced by the arithmetic mean of its
clockwise neighbor and itself. This
operation is repeated a number of
times. Prove that after sufficiently
many iterations some numbers in
the set will be fractions (that is,
2l1,

same/ are

nonintegral rational numbers).
5. A point is given inside a conrrex
polyhedron. Prove that its orthogonal projection on one of the faces lies
inside this face. Is this true for

nonconvexpolyhedrons? O
ANSWERS, HINTS & SOLUTIONS

ON PAGE 52
aThese can be found, for instance,

in "Arithmetic on Graph Paper" in the
March/April 1995 issue of
Quantum.-Ed.
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You'll find an index of Quantum articles, a directory of

Special issue of Quantum devoted to
The Limits to Growth
QUANTUM CONTINUES TO SEEK manuscripts for a
special issue commemorating the 25th anniversary of
The Club of Rome's groundbreaking study The Limits to
Growth. However, this issue is now slated to appear in
1997 and will have a broader focus than originally
envisioned.
Our first call for nranuscripts noted the dramatic
advances in technology that have occurred since Ihe
Limits to Crowth first appeared. ln 1972 the World3

computer model that underlies this study (and its 1992
sequel, Beyond the Limits) was state of the art. Today,
however, such models are accessible via the desktop
computers available in most American high schools
and in many secondary schools around the world. This
makes it possible for Quantum readers to investigate
the concepts from "system dynamics" that nray turn
out to be the most lasting legacy of the Limits to
Crowth study.

With the aim of informing our readers about the
tools and concepts arising in system dynamics, Quantum invites articles on the modeling of dynamic systems in a variety of contexts. This issue will also describe various forms of computer software available in
support of such modeling efforts. lt will include information on freeware that allows one to run and modify
an updated version of the World3 model as well as an
exposition of the STELLA ll software that evolved from
the original Limits to Crowth study.
Prospective authors are invited to send a query to

personnel and services, background information on Quantum and its sister magazine
Kvant, a preview of the next
issue, the CyberTeaser contest, and more.

Managing Editor
Quantum
1840 Wilson Boulevard
Arl ington V A 22201-3000

Point your Web browser to

E-mai I : quantum@nsta.org
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Rearranging coins. Ten coins are arranged in an equilateral triangle
pointing down. Move only three coins to make the triangle point up.
(A. Khalamaizer)

8177
Drag, and read. Tlnerc was a pile of books on a table.

I cautiously pulled

a

book from the middle of the pile. The books on top of the book I was
taking moved along with it, but the books under it stayed in place. Why?
(A. Savin)

c

8
8178
Rolling coins. Two identical coins touch the side of a
rectangle at the same point-one from the inside, the
other from the outside. The coins are rolled in the
plane along the perimeter of the rectangle until they
come back to their initial positions. The height of
the rectangle is twice the circumference of the coins
and its width is twice its height. How many revolu-

.' .:,r,\
\_

il
'.'r^
!r!-4:-,,-. - ,-

tions will each coin make?

D

8179
Chess f amily. Two participants in a f.amily chess tournament were twins.
The players were the mother, her brother, her daughtet, ard her son. It is
known that the winner was the same age as the "loser" (the player who
ended up in last place) and was the opposite gender as the loser's twin.
Who won the tournament? (A. Savin)

=
o

8180

-U

Reversing coins. Seven coins are placed heads up around a circle.
You're allowed to turn over any five coins in a row. Is it possible to
turn all the coins tails up by applying this operation repeatedly?

!D

o

o
f
(D

l

C

U)

-
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The [otnlgr ol lho $un and yotl
Or Why the gnat is cold blooded

by V. Lange and T. Lange

HE FLOW OF ENERGY FROM

the surroundings. Only

a

very small

"weaker" than the nuclear variety?

It's not hard to find the answer to
the Sun is enormous. Ceo- part of this 12 Mf of energy is
physical measurements have converted into mechanical work. this question if we assume that the
shown that even at a distance Dividing 12 MI by the length of a production of thermal energy is

more or less uniformly distributed
in both the human body and the
Pr=140W.
Sun. As a result, the rate of energy
Therefore, as a generator of en- production is directly proportional
Sun receives 1.4 k| of solar ra&ation
to the body's volume-in other
every second. This value is known as ergy, the Sun is approximately
the solar constant I:1.4 k|/(m2 s) 3 . 1024 times more powerful than a words, to the third power of the lin: 1.4 kflm2 and makes it possible to human being. All the more unex- ear size. However, the rate of heat
calculate the total power of the solar pected, then, is the result when we emission is proportional to the surradiation Pr. To calculate the total compare their specific power-that face area-that is, to the square of
power of the Sun's rays, we need only is, power per unit mass. The Sun's the linear size. So the larger a body,
multiply the solar constant by the mass M is about 2 . 1030 kg, and that the weaker the emission rate
area of the sphere circumscribed of a human beingm may be taken as needed to maintain a certain temperature.
around the Sun with a radius B0 kg. From this we obtain
The volume of the Sun is about
R : 150,000,000 km:
PllM=2.rO4W/kg'
lO27 m3; its surface area is of the crPrlm = 1.75 Wkg.
Pr=I'4rcR2=4'1026W.
der of 1018 m2. The corresponding
Surely the power level of a human So the specific power of a human human parameters are 10-1 m3 and
being is much more modest. The av- being is almost 10,000 times that of 1 m2. Thus the ratio of solar to human volume is about 1028, and their
the Sun!
erage power P, generated by a person
glance
surface ratio is of the order of 1018.
result
seems
this
precisely
At
first
acrather
can be evaluated
it
is
In
other words, a unit volume of the
Nevertheless
the
mark.
way
off
of
the
content
the
energy
cording to
corresponds to one ten-billionth
Sun
true.
known
day.
It's
in
a
food consumed
area of. a unit volume of
the
surface
be
exthis
How
can
not
inis
"paradox"
being
who
that a human
giant
being.
So it's not surprising
a
human
Sun-a
plained?
can
the
How
physical
labor
should
volved in hard
Sun's "metabothe
that,
although
spes
e
the
per
reactor-lo
ear
thermonucl
food
12
MI
of
consume about
proceeds
a rate of iust
at
lism"
mere
to
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day. Almost all this
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acquires
being,
human
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on maintaining one's
At right: "And, as always, the human
ture and is ultimately dissipated in from chemical reactions that are far will win."

of 150,000,000 km from the Sun, every square meter of the upper atmosphere oriented perpendicuiar to the
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0.2 mW/kg, the Sun's surface temperature reaches 6,000 degrees.

We'lI iliustrate the connection
between size, energy production,
and body temperature with some
examples from the life of animals.
The body temperatures of mammals hardly vary at all. In particular,
the body temperatures of the giant
elephant and the tiny mouse are ap-

proximately the same.l However,
the rate of energy production in the
elephant's body is 1/30 the rate in
the mouse's. If this rate were the
same as in the mouse/ the energy
produced would not have enough
time to leave the elephant's body in
order to maintain its normal body
temperature. The poor beast would
be "baked" in its own hide.
Smaller mammals must produce
more energy per unit mass in order
to compens ate fot heat losses and
keep their body temperature at the
1evel necess ary lor normal activity.
Thus smaller living creatures must
eat more food (again, per unit mass).
Tom Thumb, the tiny boy in the
fairy tale, would be a terribly voracious little tot-since he is proportional to a normal human being, he
would need 20 times more food per
kilogram of his mass.
The smallest mammal on Earth,
the Etruscan mouse/ with a mass of
1.5 g consumes twice its own mass
every day. If this creature is left
without food for as little as a few
hours, it will die. Or take the hummingbird (with a mass of just 2 g).
Practically all of its waking hours
are directed at finding and eating
food. The only way these birds can
endure long nights without food is
to drastically reduce their body temperature.
It can easily be shown that very
small creatures-sa, gnats-cannot
be warm blooded. For simplicity,

we'll consider the gnat to be a cylinder of diameter d : 0.5 mm and
length I : 4 mm. Thus its surface
area S and volume V are
lFor a discussion of other

physiological constants in mammals,
see "From Mouse to Elephant" by
Anatoly Mineyev in the March/April
1996 issue oI Quantum.-Ed.
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Let's estimate the power "generated" by a gnat.

A body with a temperature 7
transmits to the surroundings with
a temperature 7o (76 < 7) the following thermal power:
P = oS .AT.

If the heat is transmitted by radiation, and temperature difference
LT:T - 7o is small compared to the
temperature 7; the coefficient o is
proportional to 73. Depending on
the body's reflectivity, c, is about
2-5 W llmz . 'C) at room temperature. Supposing that the gnat's temperature is 30'C (T : 303 K) and
a = 4W llmz. 'C) we find, that when
the ambient temperature is 17oC
lTo:290 K), the gnat radiates the following thermal power:

interesting question: why can a thin
wire be melted in the flame of a
match, while it's hard to make a

thick wire red-hot even in the flame
of a gas stove?
The flow of energy that the wire
receives from the flame is directly
proportional to its surface area
S :ZnRl(whereR is the radius o{ the
wire and l is the length of the portion of the wire being heated). At the
same time the rate of heat flow
along the wire's axis to its cold (unheated) ends is directly proportional
to the cross-sectional area of the
wire S : nR2. When the radii of the
two wires differ by a {actor of 10, all
other conditions being equal, the
thick wire will receive 10 times
more heat per unit time than the
thin wire, but it will lose 100 times
more heat. It's clear that at thermal
equilibrium, when the incoming and
outgoing heat flows are the same, the
temperature of the thick wire willbe
substantially less.
o

P=10rW.
Taking the density of a gnat's body
to be equal to that of water, we obtain the gnat's mass:m = 10-6 kg. So
the specific power of a gnat must be
10-3 w/10-6 kg = 103 Wkg, or 500
times that of a human being (and 6
million times that of the Sun).
If a human being eats about I kg
of food per day-that is, about one
eightieth of his or her mass-the
mass of a gnat's daily intake exceeds
its own mass by afactor of 600/80 =
7.5. (Actually, our estimates are a
little low, because we didn't take
into account the heat lost by convection.) The ambient temperature is
often much lower than 17'C; and at
7'C (gnats continue to be rather active under such conditions) the energy losses are almost double, so a
gnat wouid have to consume 15
times its own mass in foodl Clearly,
it cannot keep its body temperature
constant (that is, it cannot be warm
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blooded).

Looking at the relationships between a body's size and the intensity of heat exchange with the surroundings, we can answer another
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M176
Polyhedron restored. Andrew cut a
cardboard convex polyhedron along
all its edges and mailed the set of its
faces to Laura.Larraglued them together into a convex polyhedron. Is
it possible that the two polyhedrons
are not congruent? (N. Vasilyev)

Ml77
Sequences of squares. (a) Does there
exist an infinite sequence of integer
squares in which every terrn starting
from the third is the sum of the two
preceding terms? (b) Does there exist an infinite sequence of integer
squares in which the sum of any two

neighboring terms is an integer
square? (O. Kryzhanovsky)

M178
Aiternating vectu sum. An even
number of unit vectors are drawn
from the same point O on the plane
and alternately colored red and blue.

Let r be the sum of the red vectors,
b the sum of the blue vectors. Show
that lr - bl < 2. (E. Shustin)

M179
Unusual constructions. You have a
ruler with two marks on it. With it,
you can draw lines as with an ordinary ruler and also mark off segments
equal in length to the distance between the two given marks. You are
not allowed any other constructions.
Withthis instrument, construct (a)a
right angle; (b) a line perpendicular to
a given line. (V. Gutenmacher)

the hydrogen in the vessel at this

Ml BO
Equation for periodicity. A function
/ satisfies the equation /(x + 1) +

temperature.

f(x

Two charyed bars. Two long, wide
plates are uniformly charged. The

- ll : Jifl"l for all real x. Prove
that this function is periodic.
(E.

Turkevich)

Physics
Pl76
On the Martian soi/. During opposition Mars is located at a distance
1: 5.56. 1010 m from the Earth, and
its angular diameter is cr : 25'l.
Find the acceleration due to gravity
on the Martian surface if the maximum angular distance between the
center of Mars and its moon Phobos
p : 34'.5, while the period of revolution of Phobos around the planet
is T :2.75. 104 s.

P177
Drop in a cloud. Through observations of how a raindrop fa1ls in a
cloud, growing in diameter due to the
absorption of tiny drops encountered
along way, it was established that
drops move with a uniform acceleration. Find this acceleration, assuming
the initial size of a drop to be small.
Neglect air resistance. (A. Stasenko)

P178
Uranium and hydrogen. An

evacuated vessel with a volume
V:lL contains l gof uraniumhydride UHr. When heated to a temperature of 400'C, the hydride de-

composes completely to yield
uranium (atomic mass A :238l'
and hydrogen. Find the pressure of

P179
charge densities are +o (the upper plate)
and -o (the lower plate). Find the value

and direction of the electric field
strength at a point M located at a
height h above the edge of the upper
plate and on the axis lying in theplane
of symmetry (see the figure below).
The distance d between the plates is
small compared to h. (A. Semyonov)
M

Pl80
Light beam in an aquailum. A thinwalled aquarium in the shape of a
cube with a volume Y: 8 L is filled
halfway with water. A salt is poured
into it, so that the refractive index of
the salt solution at the bottom is
no = I.35. The refractive index decreases with height h according to a
quadratic law n - no ahz, where
a = I rn-z. A parallel beam of light
falls on a side wall of the tank, perpendicular to the surface. At what
distance from the acluarium must a
screen be placed to obtain the brightest
possible strip of light? (A. Olkhovetz)
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SpinninU Uold ll'om
Or, How two secrets can

sll'aw

add up to one certainty

by S. Artyomov, Y. Gimatov, and V. Fyodorov

E'D LIKE TO TELL YOU
about a problem that requires highly sophisticated

unable to guess the numbers. No
wonder-he only knew their product.
Well, not exactly. He also knew that

logic to solve.
A mathematician R said to mathematicians P and S, "I've thought of
two natural numbers. Each of them
is greater than one, while their sum
is less than a hundred. Now I'm going to tell P, in secret from S, the
product of these numbers. And I'm
going to tell S, in secret from P, their
sum." And so he did. R then asked
his colleagues to guess the numbers.
P and S had the following conversation (P's statements are denoted by
the letter n and S's by the letter o):

they are natural, they are greater than
one, and their sum is less than a hundred. But what good is that?
Denote the unknown numbers by
ko and 1o and assume, for definiteness, that ko .10. Denote the Product ko . loby p6 ar,d the sum ko + 1o

"It looks like I can't
numbers ate."

say what the
(nr)

7

:

I
€

g
5

6

too large a sum:so > 100. We are

left with three possibilities,

still

so P

in-

"I knew in advance that you
(or)
wouldn't."
"We11, thenl do know theml" (r2)
"Then I know them, too." (or)
Now you try to guess the num-

have checked all possible representations of her number so as the sum
of two admissible numbers:

1l mally po$sills?
At first glance the problem seems
insoluble: how can one guess the

1. ls

6 numbers when no information

I
*

so.

Now we can say that P was told
thatpo= 294. Then the possible values of ko are 2, 3, 5, 7, arrd 14; then
1o will be either 147, 98, 49, 42, or 21,
respectively. The first two values of
ko don't suit us, because they make
deed cannot guess the numbers.
Let's go on. Mathematician S says
that she knew in advance that P
would be unable to guess the numbers. How could S know? She must

bers!

_

by

about them was given?
Let's try an example. Suppose R
thought of the numbers 7 and 42.
Then the numbers he told P and S
were 294 and 49. So what then? P was

49:2

+ 47

=3

+

45

24 +25.

R could have thought of any of these

number pairs. He told P one of the
products n . 149 - nl, arrd S says that
P can'tguess the numbers from any
of them.
But what if for a certain n both
numbersn and49 -nareprime? For

instance, if R thought of 2 and 47,
then he would have given the number 9 4 to P, and P would easily guess
the secret numbers.
So if R thought of 7 and 42, then
S, havingbeen given the sumso = 4P,
would have no right to make statement (o1). This means thatR did not
haveT and 42 in mind.
So, it turns out we can say some-

thing about the unknown numbers.
Now that we've dispelled our initial doubts, let's figure out where to
go next. One method of solution is
aLready clear: we can simply step
onto the brute-force, trial-and-error
road and check all the pairs ko, 1o
that satisfy the conditions
2 akn< ln<

97,

41ko + 1, ( 90

(1)

l2l

to see which of them "survive" the
dialogue (rur)-(o2).
Since the number of possibilities
is finite in all cases, we could actually proceed in this artless way and
find the answer sooner or later. But
that would be boring, wouldn't it?
So let's try to restrict the search.
First of all, we'll search through
the values of so rather than ko and 16,
since there are more than 2,000 possible pairs (ko, lo), but fewer than a
hundred possibilities for so. However/ even in this case the bruteforce search is long and tedious.

OljII{TUtlil/IIAIURI
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2. ThB Eoldhadrtulel' mniedum
What information can be derived

from (n,) and (o,)? What do these
statements mean? The first statement, (n,), obviously tells us that

is not uniquely f actored
into the product of two num-

po

bers satisfying inequalities

and

(2).

(1)

'

lnil

Statement (or) means that

for any decomposition of the
number sointo the sum of two
terms s atisfying inequality ( ),
their product obeys propefiy
("i)
(oi)
1

The first condition rules out some
products; the second rules out certain sums.
In particular, it follows from (oi)
that so cannot be represented as the
sum of two primes. (Otherwise the
product of these primes would have
a unique factorrzation into two factors satisfying inequalities (1 ) and (2)
and so would not comply with (lri).)
But any even number satisfying inequality (2) is representable as the
sum of two primes (this is shown by
direct verification for the numbers 4,5,
8, ..., 98). Therefore, so is an odd nurrrber. In addition, so - 2 is a composite

number; otherwise so = 2 + (sn - 2)
would be a decomposition of so into
the sum of two primes. After discarding the numbers that don't satisfy
these two conditions, we are left with
only 24 possibilities for sn.
The fact (used in the preceding
paragraph) that all even numbers
from 4 to 98 are representable as the
sum of two primes is related to an
intriguing mathematical problem.
In 1742 a member of the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences, Christian Goldbach (a German in the service of the Russian state)/ wrote a
letter to Leonhard Euler in which he
conjectured that any odd number
greater than five is representable as
the sum of three primes. hr his reply,
Euler proposed the hypothesis that
any even number greater than two is
the sum of two primes. (It's not hard
to derive Goldbach's conjecture
from Euler's-try it yourself!)
JllI.Y/AllGU$T

ll,

For almost two hundred years
both conjectures seemed beyond
proof, although they were checked
by direct search {or numbers up to
9,000,000.
In 1930 the outstanding Russian

17, 23, 27, 29,35, 37,
41, 47,51,

53.

(41

Let's try to establish which of
with conditlon (of)without a direct search. Let
these numbers comply

mathematician L. G. Shnirelman

s be any of the numbers (4). Since s

proved the existence of a number k
such that any integer n > 1 can be

is odd, if two numbers add up to s,
then one is odd and the other is
even, and we can write s = 2a + m.
If s does not satisfy (oi), then for a
certain a the product Zam is fac-.
tored uniquely.
This a cannot be equal to one, because the prodrct2mhas at least two

decomposed

into the sum of no

more than k primes. The number

k

in Shnirelman's proof was rather
large; it was later proved that the

theorem is true for k = 20.
In 1934 another famous Russian

mathematician, I. M. Vinogradov,
showed that for a certain no arry
number n, n

> 176r is

representable as

factorizations. Indeed, suppose a : 1.
Then the numberm is composite, so
we can writc rr7 : 7iv t where u > 2 arLd
v > 2, andboth factorizations

the sum of three primes. It would
seem that in our computer era we
2m:2u'v:2.uv
could rely on the machine to verify
all the remaining numbers (from 7 are good for us:
to no). However, Vinogradov's con2+uv=2+m:s(100
stani no is so large lno> 22'" I that
verification is still beyond the capac- and

ity of modern computers.l

2u+v:2+uv-(u-Il(v-21

As for Euler's conjecture, so far

<2+uv < 100.

there has been no significant
progress toward a proof.

3. "Prilnalies"
We can further reduce the number of candidates for so: we can de-

rive from (oi) that
so <

55.

(3)

To see why, suppose that, on the
contraryt so > 55. Then so does not
satisfy (oi): we can decompose it
into the sum of two terms satisfying
inequality (1)whose product fails to
meet condition (nf).This decomposition is so = 53 + (so - 53). Indeed, the
product 53 . (so - 53) has only one
factorizatton into two factors whose
sum doesn't exceed 100, because
one of the factors must necessarily
be of the f.orm 53d, since 53 is a
prime, and would be greater than
l00wheneverd> l. Sod:1, andthe
factorization is unique. But this contradicts property (o/) for so!
With inequality (3) proved, the
number of possibilities for so shrinks
to eleven:
lThis estimate may be out of date
now (this article originally appeared in
Kvant in 1977).-Ed.

It follows that a > 2.
Now, either a : rfi ot a + m, andwe
can investigate each case separately.

a*m, thenp =2a.mandp=2m'a
are two different factorizations.

If

Since 2a + fi? : s < 100 and the factorizatton of p is unique, we must have

2m + a > 100. At the same time,
from s = 2a + m < 53, it follows that
m < 53 - 2a, and so 2m + a a lO6 - 3a.
Thus, 100< 2m + a<106-3a,implyinga<2. So in this case we havea:2,
2m + a: 100, andm :49, whichleads
to the only "suspect" values = 53 and
its decomposition 53 :4 + 49.
In the case a: m the number
s:3a is divisible by 3. Only two of
the numberc (41 are multiples of
three:27 andS1. The "suspect" decompositions are 27 = 18 + 9 and

5l=34+17.

The number 51 does not satisfy
(oi)-indeed, the product 17 . 34has
only one factorization into two factors whose sum is less than 100, so
we can exclude it from the list of
"candidates for so."
The numbers 27 and 53 remain
in the list: they satisfy (o'i), because
for27 we have 9 . 18 = 2 . 81 and

2 + 81 < 100, and for 53 we have
7 . 28 and7 + 28< 100.

4. 49 :
So

now we have ten "candidates"

left: 1 1, 17, 23, 27, 29, 35, 37, 41, 47,
and 53; and'all o{ them satis{y (oi).
4. "Thelt I ltnow ilEln,

[["

Finally, let's use statements

(fi2)

and (o2).

We could interpret them the
with the first two

same way we did

above. But there's a shortcut.

From (or) and inequality (3), we'l1
derive that
so <

33.

(5)

2 + p with p odd and prime
= LB + 13). However, slightly
modified, it works for the decomposition 29 = 4 + 25. In the case
po: 4.25 wehave only one possible
odd sum, 25 :20 + 5, other than29
(4 25 : 5 . 2}l,but then 25 - 2 rs a
prime, whereas so - 2 must be composite. So in this case S is again unable to guess the numbers, which
reduces the list of candidates to one
number, l7-that is, either so = 17
or the problem has no solution.
So what product po could have
been given to P rt the sum so : 17?
Let's search through all decompositions of 17 into the sum of two tenns:
f.orm

Suppose this is not true. Then
s, > 33, and our mathematician S,
decomposing so into the sum of two
terms in every way possible, would
have found these two variants:
so: (s6 - 31) + 31 = (s, -291 + 29.
Then her train of thought would have
been as follows: if P had been given
the product (so - 31) . 31, then, using
estimate (3) and the fact that 31 is a
prime, P would have understood
that (so - 31) 31 has only one factorizalion such that the sum of its two
factors satis{ies inequality (3). Then P
would have guessed the unknown

For any of the corresponding products except 4 . 13, rnathematician P
would be unable to guess the answer and make his statement (n2).
For instance, in the case of the decomposition 17 : 2 + 15, we have
po :2. 15 : 30 = 5 . 5, but both 17
and 11 : 5 + 5 satisfyproperty (oi).
So the only possible value forpo is
4 . 13 = 52. With this value mathematician P was able to guess the numbers, because among all factorizations

numbers. But the same argument also
applies to theproduct lso-291.29.

of 52 into two factors only one,
52 : 4 . 13, yields an odd sum of factors.

Therefore, in the case so > 33,
mathematician S would still be unable to identify ko and 1o exactly
even after P's statement (rur), contrary to what happened in the story.
So inequality (5) is indeed true,
which leaves only five numbers: 11,
17,23,27,29.

Further, If po:2'p, wherep is an
n > 1, then P can unambiguously identify the secret numbers, because there is only one odd
sum of the form Zn-t + 2tp-namely
2 * p. So if so has two representations
of the form 2n * p, then S is unable to
find the answer and make statement
(or). This observationweeds out three
odd prime and

morenumbers: 11 :4+7:8 +3,23,
arrd 27,leaving only two candidates
onthelist: 17 and29.

17

:2+

15 = 3 +

14= ... :

B + 9.

Thus, we have so : 17, po: 52, and
the numbers that mathematician R
had in mind are 4 and 13.
Problems
1. Is it possible to represent any
odd number greater than 3 as the

sum 2' + p, where p is a prime? If
not, give the smallest possible
counterexample.

2. Suppose the story told at the
beginning of the article is modified
as follows. Up to statement (or) it's
the same, but then these statements
were made:
"And I knew in advance that you
would know that in advance." (n2l
"I don't know what the numbers
ate."

"Then I know them."

(oz)

lnel

Find the numbers in question.
5. Tlten ttue filtotlltfisln,loo!

For the number sn: 29 the last
argument fails, because this number
has only one representation of the

Adefense
against cancef

129

(B.

Kukushkin)

O
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cafibecookedup
inyourkitclrenl
There is evidence ii;
that diet and cancer
are related. Some
foods may promote
cancer,while others
protect you from it.
Foods related to lowering the risk of cancer
of the larynx and esophagus all have high
alnounts of carotene, a
form of VitaminA

which

is in canta-

loupes, peaches, broccoli, spinach, aLl dark

greenleafyvegeta- Fm
bles, sweet potatoes, Wi
carrots, pumpkin,

winter squash, and
'W
tomatoes, citrus fruits and:{
brussels sprouts.
Foods that may
ma' help reduce the
risk of gastrointestinal and respiratory tract cancer are cabbage,
broccoli, brussels sprouts, kohlrabi, cauliflower.
Fruits, vegetables and wholeffi+1,^--. grain cereals such as oat
'
meal, 1ar4n
bran ^^,-r
and wheat
-,1--,
--^l
may help lower the

risk of colorectal
cancer.

W

Foods high in fats,
salt- or nitrite-cured

foods such asham,
and fish and types of
sausages smoked by traditional
methods should be eaten in

moderation.
Be moderate in consumption
of alcohol also.
A good rule of thumb is cut
down on fat and don't be fat.

Weightreduction
may-lower cancer
risk. Our l2-year

.*dq:'

;ffi

study ofneady a
million Americans

uncovered high
cancer risks particularly among peopie
4O%" ot more Overweight.'W''t'
Now, more than ever, we
know you can cook up your

own defense against cancer. So
eat healthy and be healthy
No one faces

I
l-

$

cancer alone.
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Scripps Institution of Oceanography offers
educators and students a multi-science route for
exploring all aspects of climate and climate
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and 14 classroom activities help students
understand climate change through animal
biology, chemistry, geology. meteorology, physics.
and plant biology- The concepts are tied together
by a sophisticated timeline that shows climatic
changes, major extinctions, and other key events
in Earth's history.
Explore the evidence for global climate change with
Forecasting the Future-order your copy todayl
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ltUhile the tntiller Btla[orale$ r r
Lets think about how, and why, and how fast . .

r

.

by Mikhail Anfimov and Alexey Chernoutsan

AVE YOU EVER NOTICED
how water evaporates from a
container? Pour some water
into a small pan or glass and
observe how the water level drops
during the course of aday. Since this
is a rather slow process, we have
plenty of time to think and calculate. In partiatlar, let's try to evaluate the rate of evaporation and then
compare it with our observations.l
What is the mechanism of evapo-

ration? We recall that in order to
convert some amount of water into
vapor at a constant temperature/ we
need to transfer to the water a cer-

tain amount of thermal energy,
which is called the latent heat of vaporization. For example/ at room
temperature T = 290 K, the latent
heat of vaporization is 2.46 k| per
gram of evaporated water. Since
there are '/rrNo molecules in 1 g of
water (Ne : 6.02 . 1023 mole-1 is
Avogadro's number), we needs to expend energy \ = 7.35 . 10-20 | to remove one molecule from the liquid
phase. In atomic calculations the energy is usually expressed in electron
volts (eV). One electron volt is equal
to 1.6 . l}-le 1, so E, : 0.46 eY.
So what is this energy expended
on? The answer is pretty obvious: to
overcome the attractive force exerted by the liquid on the molecule
that would escape. Each molecule
lSee also physics challenge P168 in
the March/April issue.-Ed.

interacts with the surrounding molecules. The molecular interaction
takes the form of repulsion at small
distances lr . ro - t0-8 cm) and attraction atlarger distances (r > rsl.
Inside a liquid every molecule is

surrounded on all sides by other
similar molecules, so the resulting
(average) force is zero. However, this
is not true for a molecule that tries
to leave the water's surface and escape into the air. This molecule is
atttacted by a number of surface
molecules, and there is no counterbalancing force. Thus/ to overcome
the attractive forces and eventually
leave the watert the molecule must
have a rather high kinetic energy.
|ust for comparison: the average ki-

netic energy of the translational

motion of a water molecule isslrkT,
where k : 1.38 . 10-23 )/K is Boltzmann's constant-that is, 0.038 eV
at T : 290 K, which is one order of
magnitude less than the energy E,
needed to pull a molecule out of the
liquid phase. There{ore, only a few
water molecules are able to escape
the surface of the water. These are
molecules that happened to be near
the surface and had acquired energy
an order of magnitude greater than
the average due to random collisions.

Now we look at the latent heat of
vaporizatton from another point of
view. Clearly the consumed heat is
not directly transferred to the

molecules that escape from the
water's surface. These molecules get
the extra energy stochastically from

the neighboring molecules. However, since only the most "energetic" molecules have a chance to
escape, in the liquid phase less energy is left for each remaining molecule on average. If the liquid does
not compensate the energy loss by
taking a certain amount of heat from
the surroundings, its temperature
drops. In order to keep the temperature constant, the liquid must acquire an amount of heat equal to the
heat of vaporzation.
Here many students fall into the
same trap: "Since the escaping molecules have anomalously high energies, the vapor must be warmer than

the liquid." This isn't true, of
course. Only at the very beginning

of its "free" flight does a molecule
have any extra energy. In overcom-

ing the attractlve forces, the molecule loses much of its energy, so
the average energy of the "newcomer" molecules is equal to that of
the vapor at the same temperature.
"This is all very fine," you may
be thinking, "but we still haven't
taken the first steps toward evaluating the rate of evaporation of water.
Not only that, it's clear now that we
need a much clearer, quantitative

understanding of the 'structure' of
the liquid and the way its molecules
move if we're to come up with any
OUII{Tllllll/AT
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sort of rational estimate." Nevertheless, we can do all the necessary cal-

culations. Here's how.
It turns out that all we need to do
is mentally'place our glass of water
in a closed container. In a little
while the container gets filled with
saturated water vapor/ and the process of evaporation stops. Strictly
speaking (and this is the pointl),
evaporation continues just as before,
but the number of escaping molecules is equal to the number of
molecules that enter the liquid. This
situation is referred to as "dynamic
equilibrium" between the liquid and
gas. Now we can estimate the rate of
evaporation indirectly, focusing not
on the liquid but on its saturated vapor. This trick tums on the fact that
vapor is a much simpler thing than
liquid. In any case, we can obtain a
rather good estimate if we consider
the saturated vapor an ideal gas.
For simplicity we'll make some
additional assumptions. hr particular,
let's consider all the molecules to
have the same velocity v and to move
only in six permissible directionsthat is, parallel to the coordinate axes
(one axis is vertical). Every second 1/6

of the molecules in a cylinder of
height v (see the figure below) strike
an area S of the liquid's surface:

AN1
:A,6 -nVS,
wheren is the concentration of molecules (a strict calculation yields the
f.actor 1/4 instead of Il5l. To estimate the velocity y we use the formula for the root mean square speed
v^= 16kf I m (where m is the mass
of one molecule). The concentration of saturated vapor n can be

20
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expressed in terms of its pressure P,
by means of the ideal gas ecluation
P": nkT. Then for the mass of water "falling out of" the saturated
vapor and onto the surface of area S
we get

Lm I
- t--( _tw
_=_mnv_.\=_P^51
ar

\r/2

2 " [3R7'

|

j:i"

where M is the molar mass o{ water
and R is the gas constant. Substitut-

ing the numerical data into this
equation (P"at l7'C is 0.02 . 10s Pa),
we find that 0.16 g of water leaves
the saturated vapor and lands on a
l-cm2 surface of water per second. If
this were the rate of evaporation/ the
water level would drop I cm every
6 seconds!

CIearly, this result is far from reality. We have suffered an instructive defeat, and now we must find

out why.
The first thing we need to look at
is the experiment itself. Evaporation
as it actually occurs is slowed notablybecause the air in the room is not
dry but humid to some extent. Humidity at a level of about 60-80%
would of itself cause the evaporation
to slow by alactor of only 3-4. However, if there were no air flow (for
instance, that produced by a [ar,l
over the surface of the liquid, the
humifity right at the surface would
be close to 100"/o, which would slow
the evaporation drastically. Our estimate of the rate of evaporation, on
the other hand, relies on the ideal
case, where a return of molecules to
the surface is totally absent.
It turns out, however, that our estimate doesn't even correspond to the
ideal case. We're off by a factor of 30,
but now the reason lies in the calculation itself. The point is, only 34%
of the molecules striking the surface
of the liquid are caught and then absorbed into its depths. Most of the
molecules bounce off the surface.
Now it's time to sum up. If an absolutely dry flow of air picked up all
the molecules that escaped from the
watet, the water level in the glass
would drop 1 cm not in 6 seconds but
in 3 minutes. It's sti1l faster than you
would have expected, isn't it? O
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Bill Atdridge, Linda Crow,
and Russell Aiuto
This book is a vivid exploration of
bg

energy. photosynthesis. and the
formation of fossil fuels. Energy
Sources and Natural Fuels

follows the historical unraveling
of our understanding of photosynthesis fr3y.the 1600s to.the
typirt
.'Fi1-11,.',

o,

orffice

one full-color illustrations woven
into innovative page layouts
bring the subject to tife. The
illustrations are by artists who
work with the Russian Academy

of Science,Jh:.lT*ri.rl
,
Petroleum Institute provided a
grant to bring scientists, engineers. and NSTA educators to
create the publication. This
piroup worked together to
develop the student activities and
to find ways to translate industrial test and measurement
methods into techniques
appropriate for school labs.
(grades 9-10) ,' , r r,,, ',1",: , ',,ri:l
,,,,,"15r+wli'Y;t,rvr'
#PB-104, 1993, 67 pp. US$12.95
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MATH

INVESTIGATIONS

Findiltu lhe lamily rs$emhlaltce
An attempt to categorize integer representation problems
by George Berzsenyi

I WAS CONTEMplating potential topics for this
column, I received an e-mail
message from my friend Dr.
Harold Reiter, asking for some problems that might fit the framework
for an article he plans to publish in
UST AS

Mathematics and Informatics

contained) in R, the largest member
of R, the nth member of R for some
positive integer n, or the number of

elements of R. In yet some other
problems one may be interested

in

how many different ways the elements of R can be generated. One
may also categorize the problems by

Quarterly, an excellent interna-

the methodology most applicable

tional publication available from the

for their solutions, by the cardinali-

present author. Harold is chairing
the committee in charge of the
American High School Mathematics Examination (AHSME). Prior to
publishing his paper, he plans to
present it at A Participating Conference in Mathematical Problem Solving, to be held from the 13th
through the 17th of August, 1996, at
the Centre for Education in Math-

Internet (hreiter@email.uncc. edu).
In the proposed article Harold
wishes to categorize problems that
arise from considering a fixed set G

ties of G and R, as well as by the
level of dif{iculty of the resulting
problems. In what follows, we will
state some problems that fit into
Harold's proposed scheme, asking
readers to communicate similar
problems (with references and solutions) to Harold.
How many numbers can be expressed as the sum of four distinct
members of the set {17, 21,25,29,
33,37, 4117
Find the 100th positive integer
that can be expressed as the sum of
distinct powers of 3.
Use each of the nine digits 1, 2, 3,
..., 9 exactly twice to form distinct
prime numbers whose sum is as
small as possible.
If pairs of distinct elements of S
are added, the following ten num-

of generators and a process P for pro-

bers are obtained: L967, L972, 1973,

ducing integers from the members
of G. Each choice of G and P gives
rise to a set R of results, and many
competition problems concern various aspects of R, like the smallest
positive integer contained (or not

1980, 1983, 1984, 1989,
199J.. What are the elements of S?

ematics and Computing of the
University of Waterloo. The timing o{ this conference should allow
for my readers to share their
thoughts with Harold, who can be
reached by phone (704 547-45611,
by fax (704 510-64151, or via the

197 4, 1975,

Problem posing is an activity

tEBil[ack
Readers who are still interested
in the Pr-sets described in my column in the March/April 1991 issue

of Quantum might enjoy reading
two recent articles on the topic.
One of these was written by my
young prot6g6 Vamsi K. Mootha
("On the set of numbers {14, 22,30,
42,901," Acta Arithmetica, 71.3
(1995), pp.259-631, while the other
was authored by Andrej Dujella
("Generalized Fibonacci numbers
and the problem of Diophantus,"
Fibonacci Quarterly, 34.2 ll995l,
pp. fta-751.
In an earlier column I also
promised to provide further references on the triangle construction
problems discussed in my )uly/
August and September/October
columns in Quantum. First of all,

the article by Roy Meyers appeared posthumously ("Update on
William Wernick's 'Triangle constructions with three located
points,"' Mathematics Magazine,
69.1 (199 5l1, pp. 46-49l. Secondly, the
book he called to my attention prior
to his death was Die Konstruktion

von Dreicken. It was written by
Kurt Herterich and published by
Ernst Klett Verlag of Germany. Roy
also wrote to me about two related

articles published
will report on them

complementary to problem solving,
and I strongly recommend it to my

I

readers.

tain copies.

in Germany.

as soon as I ob-
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W[al$lhe"[trs
"lts got to be the goingln,
thats good.."-Hhrr

,6,*

by Boris Kord

,.:

OST OF THE
problems below can be solved by
using standard methods. But they
also have short and, it seems to us,
more beautiful solutions involving some

and " W, 5@
ru* ffi
AII these "tricl<y" solutions, except
witty

.:

useful tricks.
for the last two problems, are quite elementary. We
hope you enjoy discovering them.
1. A man walks along a bridge AB and, after covering
3/8 of its length, hears the horn of a car approaching the bridge at a
speed of 60 km per hour. If he runs back, he'llmeet the car at point
A; if he runs forward, the car will overtake him at B. How fast does
this man run?
2. A swimmer and a ball simultaneously started from the same
point A on a river. The swimmer moved upstream and the ball
floated downstream with the current. Ten minutes later the
*Es
swimmer turned back to overtake the ball 1 km away
from A. The swimmer exerted the same force
throughout this distance. Find the speed of the

cuffent.

3. A flask contains a salt solution. A
portion of the liquid-lf n olit, to be exact-is poured into a test tube. It is

#

of salt in the tube doubles.
The solution is then

poured from

the tube back

into the flask and
mixed with the liquid
there. As a result, the percentin the solution increased

age of salt

by p. What is

it

now?

4. A certain amount of

work can be per-

formed by 27 identical machines in 35 hours.
They started simultaneously, but eleven hours
H*
later anumber of similar machines were added to do
the same work, so it was finished 6 hours earlier than
planned. How many machines were added?
5. Two pieces of the same mass were cut from two copper
alloy ingots of equal mass, but with different concentrations of copper. Each of these pieces was alloyed with the remainder of the other ingot.
It turned out that the concentrations of copper in the new ingots became equal.
In what ratio were the initial ingots divided?
6. An arbitrary point E is taken on the side BC of a square ABCD. The bisector of

o
C

(U

o
o-)
o

a
_o

E
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)SCOPE

E$l"All$tlll8r?
') rot the getting there,
rhrry Chapin
(ordemsky
The perimeters of the trianglesACD
and BCD are P, and P2, respectively.

g

Find the perimeter P of ABC.
10. Prove the

inequality

r-

-i

..{r.,+{6 +, jo*rie
ir.'+ (o+

\---------------

::

ii roots

-

1

+.

1i6+.,,'2.5.

7I roots

1. Simplify the expression

(x

G-

a)(x

*

-b) (" -b)(" - .)

("

c)(x

- (b c)(b a)'
-q @-b)(4 - a)

where a, b, and c are three different numbers.
12. Solve the following equation for x: # + | = 24,Ex -t.
13. Let a, b, ybe tf,e values of the angles of an arbitra

r j.

,.
i

T:::"il:ffi:::r;:u,

(b) cos 2cr + cos 2B + cos 2y > -812.

'

14. Simplify the

''

following expression:

sins u cos 3u + cos3

cx,

+ sin

3u.

O

ANSWERS, HINTS

the angle DAE
meets the side

CD at point

ry tri-

,,gteABC

& SOLUTIONS
ON PAGE 50

F.

Find the sum DF + BE if
AE=a.
7. (a) Prove that it's possible to construct a triangle ArBtCt whose sides
. ' ".
d
are equal in leirgth L ihe'meaians of a given
triangle ABC.lb) Prove that the triangle ArBrCrconstructed from the medians of the triangle A,B,C, described in part (a) is similar to triangle ABC.lcl Find the '
ratio of the areas o{ triangles A2BzCz and ABC.
8. Let Kbe the midpoint of t6e medianem in triangleA BC, and
let the line BK meet AC at l- Find the area of the cluadrilateral LKMC if the area
of ABC is 19. The altitude CD is dropped on the hypotenuse AB ol a right triangle ABC.
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PHYSICS
CONTEST

Boinu, hoinu, hoinu. .

r

"Nature is an endless combination and repetition
of a very few laws. She hums the old well-known air through
i nnumerable variatiops. "-ftd ph Waldo Emerson
by Arthur Eisenkraft and Larry D. Kirkpatrick

constant acceleration due to the
force of gravity:

UU[t+:#-*f,,+ni#
versatility physics. The equations
of

for projectile motion can be used to
analyze many different track and

field events at the

Olympic
Games-shotput/ discus, hammer
throw, javelin, high jump, long
jump, triple iump, and pole vault.
Now, the athletes are not required
to understand all of this physics, but
we know that the information is
important. Coaches study the physics principles behind the events, and
sports physicists analyze the events

to improve the athlete's performange.

When we begin our study o{ pro-

jectile motion, we simplify the
mathematics by assuming that there
is no air resistance, which is definitely not true for the javelin and the
discus. Under this assumption, we
are fortunate that the motions in the
vertical and horizontal directions

can be analyzed separateiy. The
horizontal motion is one with a constant velocity because there is no
horizontal force acting-that is,
X:XO+VOrt.
The vertical motion is one with a

30
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Y = Yo+ vort

-rlrgt2'

We then proceed to analyze motion on a flat plane, where we are
given a launch speedvo and a launch
angle 0. If we choose the origin of
our coordinate system at the launch
site so that xo = yo : 0, our equations
reduce to

x:vocos0t,

0:rosin0-r/rgt.
We can then solve these simultaneous equations for the range x and
the time of flight r:

,

2vn sin0

I
2vfr cos0sin0

I
These ecluations can be used as a
first analysis of the long jump. Because the maximum range occurs
for 0 : 45", the jumper should leave
the ground at 45" (provided vo is the
same independent of angle).
The analysis of the shotput is
more difficult because the shot is
launched at a different height than
it lands. Our second equation is then

quadratic.l We often anaTyze the
simpler case in which the projectile
is launched horizontally.
One of the problems on the preliminary exam used to select this
year's US Physics Team was an interesting example of this last type of
projectile motion problem. A ball is
dropped vertically , falls a distance h,
and strikes a ramp inclined at 45" to
the horizontal. The ball undergoes a

perfectly elastic collision. This
means that the velocity component
parallel to the surface of the ramp
remains the same, while the perpendicular component reverses directions. How far down the ramp does
the ball land after the first bounce?
For the free-fall portion of the
motion, our second equation becomes

-Y = -tlzltz,
and therefore the time ro to reach
the ramp is

Eh
'tJ

-t

!8

'

-:l

C

=,

co

We can use the conservation of en- a
(0
ergy or the kinematic equationv = -gt E
o
lSee "How the Ball Bounces"
Qu antum (MarchiApril and

November/December

1991

).

in

F

_o

to obtain the speed vo at impact:

Therefore, our equations for the pro-

jectile motion become
vo = tPgh.
L1

The choice of 45" for the ramp
angle makes the problem easy, because the ball leaves the first bounce
in the horizontal direction. This
choice (and setting the new origin at
the location of the first bounce) also
leads to simple coordinates for the

"'iz

-Lt
ri2

- ,0rl
=

r

very interesting emerged that

-gti

. Solving forL1, we obtain our answer:

location of the second bounce,
(LLl^,1, , -Lrl ,lr), where r, is the distance measured down the ramp.

Lr=

played around with changing the
angle o{ the ramp, but things get
messy and nothing very interesting
emerged. However, when we looked
at the second bounce, something

4^F2h'

In trying to find a suitably challenging problem for our readers, we

RecognizeAmerica's

LiudgLandmarl$

prompted us to look at the third
bounce, and the fourth . . .
A. Complete the analysis of the
first bounce by showing that the
time t, in the air equals Ztn, the
speed of impact is J5vo, and the
angle 0, that the ball makes with the
vertical is given by tan g = l12.
B. For the second and third
bounces, find the distance the ball
travels down the ramp (in terms of
Lrl, the time in the air (in tems of tr),
the speed at impact (in terms of vs),
and the tangent of the angle with the
vertical at impact.
C. Generalizeyou answers to the
nth bounce and give physical reasons for the existence of the observed pattems.

Please send your solutions to
Quantum, I 840 Wilson Boulevard,
Arlington YA2220l-3000 within a
month of receipt of this issue. The
best solutions will be noted in this
space and their authors wiil receive
special certificates from Quantum.
tocusing lield$

America's living landmarls are an invahtable payt.

of our nation's natural heritage.
That's why the American Forcstry ksociation
began The National Register of Big Trees in 1940. And it's
why we continue to encourage citizens across the country
to find recognize the largest tree of each species. Help us
locate and protect these champions for future generations.
,
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For intormation on how to measure and f-r-,*r.-^l
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l]:*-" fr5
Dept. BT, P.0. Box 2000, Washington, DC 20013.
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Their preseraation is euery American's concern.
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The contest problem in the |anuaryfFebruary issue asked you to determine the boundaries of the magnetic field that would focus charged
particles diverging from point P to a
point R a distance 2a away.
The best solutions came from the
wide range of readers that Quantum
reaches. The best solution by a high
school student came from Christopher Rybak, a senior at The Prairie
School in Racine, Wisconsin. The
best solution by a college student
was written by |oseph Hermann, an
underjraduate at the University of
Missouri. Arthur Hovey, a physics

teacher at Amity Regional High
School in Woodbridge, Connecticut,
and Daniel Dempsey of Canisius
College in Buffalo, New York, also
contributed excellent solutions.
Prof. Dempsey sent along an exciting research paper he had published
rn The Review of Scientific Insftu-

ments (Yol. 25, No. 12, Ll4I-45,
Dec. 1955). In this paper, Prof.
Dempsey provides solutions to the
contest problem where the magnetic field bbundaries are limited to
straight lines and circles.
We know that the particles wiii
travel in straight lines when they are
not in the magnetic field and will
travel in circular paths when they are
in the magnetic fieid. These circular
paths are defined by the relation

-R- -

AVH)

'TIII}N:
*The waterwaseveflF
nherc. [ren our house fell
ft was a mirrle my
son snrYived. So mry dk{

aptt

infteiilorm."
D

NOI[:

Frgure 2

'UUe still rernember the
help GARE brougftt. Food,
do$ing; medicine. Even
tools to help us rebuild.
fuid my son
- he is
healUry and gfowilql"

,nu2

-.
Since all particles in this problem
have the same velocity, mass, and
charge, they will all travel along circular paths of a specific radius:

mv

P

Figure 3

qB

Upon leaving the magnetic field, the
particles will travel along the tangent at the point where they leave
the magnetic field. The solution to

the problem consists of finding a
boundary line where all circles of
radius r have tangent lines that meet
at pointR. The centers of the circles
of radius r lie on the y-axis.
Figure 1 shows the geometry of
the solution. The equation of the
circle is

*

*

(y

-bl':

Combining these equations by elimi-

B

field

boundary

1

nating ly - bl, we find that the locus
of points is defined by the relation

x(a- x)
"'f

'z

-*z

This function can most easily be

y-b _a-x

Figure

Figure 4

'.. _

?.

The similarity of the triangles yields

tr

P

viewed by using a graphing calculator or a spreadsheet and graphics
program. It is symmetrical with respect to the y-axis.
The solution depends on the rela-

*#

r
t

tionship between the radius of the
circle and a.If r < a, the boundaries
of the field extend to in{inity, and all
ions entering the field can be focused. See figure 2 for the case
a = slzr. If r : a, the boundaries have
finite positions, and once again all
ions entering the field can be focused (fig. 3 ). If r > a, the boundaries
begin to "flattert" and therefore restrict the angles at which ions can
leave point P and arrive at R.
ure 4 for the case o = slsr.

See

fig-

O
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FOLLOW-UP

[rauolt lhe 0mnipl'eseltl
Or at least, the Persistent!
by Vladimir Dubrovsky

r
I
I
I

N THIS ARTICLE WE'LL PROVE
what is perhaps the most remarkable property of the dragon
curves. This property was men-

in the article "Dragon
Curves" by Vasilyev and Gutenmacher in the September/October
tioned

1995 issue of Quantum, which was
devoted to these beautiful creatures.

Although I'11repeat all necessary
definitions, the reader would do well
to read that article, as well as "Nest-

ing Puzzles-Part 2" inthe March/
April issue, for a better and deeper
understanding of the subject.
One of the definitions of dragon
curves describes them as follows.

Draw
Rotate

a

line segment ODt (fig.

1 ).

it by 90" about its endpoint

Dr. Then rotate the two-segment
polygon ODrD2 by 90" about its
endpoint Drlthe image of O under
the first rotation); rotate the four-

angles at all its inner vertices. This
polygon is called adragon designlof
the nth rank).
Figure 1 shows the particular case
of a dragon design generated by rotations in the same direction (clockwise). It's called the main dragon
design. Since a dragon design of a

higher rank continues the corresponding designs of lower ranks, we
can imagine them extended indefinitely and consider infinite dragon
designs. Sometimes it's convenient
to round off the corners of a design
(the blue curve in the figure). This
smoothing procedure yields what's
called a dragon curve.
Now imagine we draw four perpendicular segments from the point
O (fig. 2) and use each of them as the
beginning of the corresponding infinite main dragon design. Al1 their

segment polygon ODtD2DBthus obtained about Ds; and so on. A{ter n
rotations we get a Zn-segment po-

lygonal line O...D, * , with right

D2

D1

Figure
34

Figure 2
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segments and vertices fit on the
edges and nodes of an infinite grid of
unit squares. The theorem we are
going to prove holds that the four
main dtagon designs iust described
trace all the edges of the grid, each
edge once.

This theorem was discovered by
Chandler Davis and Donald Knuth
(the exact reference can be found in
"Dtagon Curves"), and the reasoning below follows in the footsteps of

their original proof with certain
modifications.

...8A[h

edue onm

First, let's prove that no dragon
design, whether it is a "main" design or not/ traces the same edge of
the grid twice (although it can make
a loop and return to the samenodel.
This can be done using simple
geometric considerations.
It's not hard to show, by comparing the numbers of steps in all four
possible directions, that the length
of any loop on a dragon design is a
multiple of four and, consequently,
that the first and the last segments
in such a loop are always perpendicular to each other (see the solution to exercise 7 in "Dragon
Curves"). It follows that a dragon
design cannot trace the same segrrrerrtAB in two opposite directions,
because a loop of the forrr. AB...BA
begins and ends with coincident
rather than perpendicular segments.

D2

Dt

Figure 3

Another consequence of this
property is that if a dragon design
hits the same point A twice, then
the directions in which it leaves it
both times are either the same or
opposite (because in the path
AB...CAD the segment CA must be
perpendicular to both "exit directions" AB and AD). Now we can
prove that the same segment cannot
be traced twice in the same direction.
Suppose that, on the contrary,
this is possible and choose the
dragon design of the smallest rank
that traces some segment (say, ABI
twice
is, it has a piece of the
-that
forrn KABL...MABN.
Notice that
the path joining, in order, all even
vertices of any dragon design is also
a dragon design (whose rank is one
less-see {igure 3), because it can be
drawn by the same "quarter turn"
rule starting with the segment OD2
instead of ODr. Since the number of
edges in the loopABL...MAis even,
either both segments AI and AN or
both segmentsKB andMB belong to
the "shortcut" (red) design. Consider
the first case. By our construction,
we have two possibilities:AI: AN
Itig. al or AL L AN (fig. ab). The first
possibility contradicts our choice of

A

the initial design (the shortcut

,A,,,

^Nu,,*o\'

design turns out to have coincident
edges and a smaller rank). The second assumes that the shortcut design leaves point A along two per

Figure 4

edge is traced twice by the four designs, then each of the four edges

pendicular directions AL and AN,
which contradicts the remark above.

issuing from any node, and thereIore, any edge at all, belongs to one
The argument for the case where the of the designs.
shortcut design contains the edges
In fact, rather than coordinates
KB and MB is practically the same proper/ we'll use complex numbers
(both possibilities KB : MB and to represent points of the grid. This
KB L MB lead to a contradiction).
is more convenient, because in
Nowwe canprove that two main terms of complex numbers, the 90'
dragon designs issuing from O at rotation (the main tool in constructright angles cannot have a common ing dragon designs) is just a multisegment. Indeed, the rank n pieces plication by the imaginary unit i
of these designs can be viewed as (fig. 5). In particular, the formula for
two branches of one rank n + 1 the "eastbound" design (whose first
dragon design (not necessarily segment foins the origin to the
"main"l. But we know that it cannot point (1, 0), or the complex number
trace the same segment twice.
I + 0r) becomes the formula for the
It remains to consider two main " ftotth-," " west-," or "southbound"
dragon designs that start in opposite designs after multiplying byr, -1, or
directions (say, up and down). If we -i, respectively.
replace them with the correspondSo, denote by dlnl, n:0, L,2, ...,
ing dragon curves/ which pass thenth node of the eastbound design
around the grid nodes by definition,
(and the corresponding complex
the fact that the designs have a com- number). To begin with, consider its
mon segment transforms into the "tuming points" d(01 :0, d(ll : l,
fact that the curves intersect, thus d(21 : | + i, and so on (figure 6 on the
forming a loop. Then the two dragon next page shows that d(Zkl: Dr *
,).
curves corresponding to the other The point dlZx. rl is obtained-by a
two designs also form a loop (rotated 90' clockwise rotation of the origin
by 90' relative to the first one). about d(2kl.tt follows that
Clearly the two loops have at least
d(zx. t1 = d(zkl + (dlzkl - ol
one common point other than the
: (t + ild(2k)
origin. And this means that two
- t1
:
11 + ilz412t<

dragon designs issued at 4gh t angles

have a common segment/ which
was proved to be impossible.
So the four dragon designs do not
overlap (and thus we've solved exercises B and 9 from "Dragon Curves").
Dl'auon Gttrtto$ and

c0llllhl(llu]lllsr$

The idea of the following
proof of the "grid-filling" prop-

:

(1 +

(t + ilkd(Z)
r)kt 1.

Now let's take a numbern that is
not a power of two. Suppose 2k'-1 .
n.2k'. The pointd(n) isn, =2k, -n
edges away from d]2k' ), so, by the
construction, it's obtained under the

ila

erty is quite plain. Roughly
speaking, we'll simply calcu-

late the coordinates of

a dragon
design's nodes and use this formula to show that any point of

the grid either belongs to at
least two (of our four) dragon
N

along a grid edge and leaves it along
another (perpendicular) edge, and no

designs or occurs twice on the

same design. Since a dragon
design enters any of its nodes

Figure 5
Multiplication by the imaginary unit i,
which turns a point (complex number)
a + bi by 90o about zerc.
0UAI'lIU]til/t0LL0lt{-UP
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.

zero digits

dl23l = D4

dlz{l=Ds=(1
d(1): Dl=

1

...

),

which is numerically the same. For
instance, 19 : 32 - 16 + 4 - | : 25 - 24
+ 22 _ Zo = 25 _ 2a + 22 _ 21 + 20. We
can see that our representation ofd(nl

90' clockwise rotation abort d(Zk'-t
from the point d(n11, n, edges away
1

from the origin. Algebraically, this
can be written as
d(n) =

o(ro,)-(o(ro')-

=

d(zo,)- ia(nr)

=

1r

+

,t"l)

i)ft, - id(n1).

If n, is not a power of two, we can
repeat our reasoningfor n1, find the
numberk, such that 2k'-1 . nr. 2u',
define nr: 2k' - nr, and write
+

= (t +

r)& - i((r * i)k, - ia@r))

r)h - i(r

+

i)k' - a@).

Proceeding in the same way until we

ff^ = 2k-, we'Il finally ar-

rive at the formula

d(")=(t+r)& -i(t+i)k'

-(t+i)k'+r(t+r)k'

(1)

wherek, > kz> ...k-, 0. This gives
the representation of a complex
number as the sum of powers of a
fixed number, multiplied by certain
coefficients. It resembles the representation of an integer using notation with a given base-but here the
"base" is the complex number 1 + i.
A1so, here the nonzero coefficients
cycle with a period four: each of
them (except the first) is the previous one times -i. Such representations of complex integers are called
r evolving rcpr es entatlons (the term
Jtl[Y/AtlGUsT

lsst

was coined by Davis and Knuth).
It's clear from the construction
that the highest-order " digrt" in the
revolving representation of a node on
the eastbound dragon design is always 1; for the north-, west-, and
southbound designs the corresponding digits arei, -1, arrd-i, respectively.
Let's look again at the numbers
k1, k2, ..., k-of nonzero "digits" in
the revolving representation of d(n).
By definition we have

n=2k, -fr\=Zk, -(Zk,
=Zkt -Zk,

+2k,

_

nr)
e)

- "' + (-t)--lzk-.
This representation may ring a bell
for Quantumreaders: it cropped up in
our investigation of the Chinese
Rings puzzle (see "Nestin gP:uzzlesPart 2" in the March/April 1995 issue) and was called there the folded
binary rcpresentation of n lagain, after Davis and Knuth). Now the interesting connection mentioned

there between this and similar

+..'+ (-r)--'(t+ i)k*,

30

kz,

-

-

Figure 6

get some

>

terms in any two such representations are the same. The last term in
the first representation is (-1)--12ftand the second ends in (-1)-- 12k*+t
(-t)- -12k- = (-t)-- tl2k-+t Zu*

d(21=Dr=t+i

d(r) =(r

with numbers k,

, k-_t, k** L k-. The firstm - 1

puzzles, on the one hand, and dragon
curves/ on the other, becomes clear.

is o{ the first type (with k-

k-

_1>
+ 1). However, its "sister represen-

tation" yields the same point in the
- i(1 * i)k :
(1 +l)k(l +i-il =(1 +i)k.
So we can calculate the location
of the nth node o{ a given dragon
design. Conversely, any complex
integer that has a revolving representation is a node of one of our four

plane, because (1 + l)k * I

designs: its highest-order digit
shows which o{ the four design it
belongs to, and the numbers k1, ...,
k- yie1d, by formula (2), its distance
from the origin along the dragon
path.
RsttoluinU repnesenlations

The next step is to show that any
complex integer has a revolving representation. Actually, we'll prove a

slightly stronger fact: any complex

integer Z : a + bi has four revolving

representations with the lowestorder digits equal to l, i, -1, arrd-i.
For instance,

1=-i(1 *il2-(1
=

+i)+i
i)-1.

-i(1 + ilz-t = (1+

(3)

These four representations will be
called L-, i-, (-ll-, and (-r)-representations, respectively.

However, let me refer you to that
article for additional details of this
We'll use induction over lzl2 =
connection and folded representa- a2 + b2. Eor lzl2 : 1, the statement is
tions. The really important tact for true by equations (3) (the representaus now is that any positive integer tions for i, -1, arrd-t are obtained by
has exactly two folded binary repre- multiplying those for 1 by these numsentations-one with an even num- bers themselves). Suppose it's true for
ber of nonzero digits, the other with all u such thatlul2. Nand take any z
an odd number (see problem 3 in withlzlz: N. If z = a + bi is divisible
by 1 + r'-that rs,lf z: (l + ilu, where
"Nesting PtzzIes"l.
More exactly, one of these repre- u is a complex integer-then lul2 < N
sentations will have m nonzero dig- (the reader can check that in fact
its with numbers kr,, k, > . .. > k- _ r lulz : lzl2lzl. So the number u has re> k-, where k^_
t, k-+ 1 . The other volving representations of all four
representation will have m+ I non- kinds. Multiplied by 1 + i, they yield

the representations for z.

Exercise. Prove that a complex
integer a + biis divisible by 1 + I if
and only if the numberc a andb are
of the same parity.
It follows from this exercise that i{
the numberz is not divisible by 1 + r,
then each of the four numbers z* L,
z + i is.To obtain, sa, the l-represenl
tation of z, we take the number z - 1
and divide it by I + i. This gives us
z - | : (I + ilu. For the numbers z in
question, lul < lzl, so u has an i-representation. Substituting this representation into z : ll + ilu + 1, we come
up with the required representation
for z.In this case, by choosing the irepresentation for u, we secure the
corect alternation of nonzero figits
in the representationof z. Try to figure out how the proof should be
modified to get the other three representations of z.

tilling ile Unid
The last part of the proof is very
short.
Take any complex int eger z lz * 0l
and its 1- and (-1)-representations.
Each o{ them shows that point z is
hit by the corresponding dragon design at a certain moment.

PUBLISHER'S PAGE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
1474: First book printed in English. 1482:
Euclid's Elements produced by Ratdolt,
the first printed book with geometric figures. 1485: First book censorship decrees

issued-books perceived as "dangerous. "
Ratdolt prints De Sphera, {irst book to
use more than two di{ferently colored
inks on the same page. 1500: Some 20
million copies of about 35,000 books
have been published and printed, TT percent in Latin, and 45 percent religious.

It's no wonder that the period
from about e.o. 100 until the 1400s
is regarded as the "dark ages." A
substantial expansion of the circle o{
human beings capable of reading the
written word did not take place until the great quantum change that
resulted from the invention of the
printing press. The printing press,
the use of paper for printing, and all
of the innovative means of producing and distributing books in hundreds of languages required only the
next 200 years.
1559: Publishing of the lnd ex libvrorum
pr ohib itorum by P ap al authoritiesbooks forbidden to be read by Catholics.

1610: The Mercurius gallo-belgicus

If the highest-order digits in the
two representations are different,

newspaper starts publication in London.

then the two designs are different.
If the digits are the same (for in-

published in Belgium. 1638: Iirst printing press installed on American conti-

stance/ both of them are ones), then
z is visited twice by the same (east-

bound) dragon design, bLLt at two
different moments. Indeed, the
number m of nonzero digits in one
of these revolving representations
must have the same paity as in the
other (because the lowest-order digit
l*il,,- 1 in the one case is 1, and in
the other it's -1). Therefore, the two
corresponding folded binary representations of the moments n such
that d(nl = zyield different values o{
n. (Recall that one of the two possible folded representations of a
given integer always has an odd
number of nonzero digits, and the
other has an even number.)
As was explained above, this
means that each edge of the grid belongs to one of the four dragon deslgns.

o

The Nieuwe Tiidingen newspaper is

nent at Cambridge, Massachusetts.
1642; Pasc,al invents adding machine.
1671: Newton demonstrates that white
light is made up of the colors of the rain-

bow.

1679:. Mechanical computer is inventedby Leibniz that can add, subtract,
multiply and divide numbers. 1802: A
method of creating images on silver nitrate using a camera obscura is reported
by Wedgwood. 1805: Punched cards are
used to control the operation of a loom.
1807: A machine is invented that makes
paper by a continuous process, instead
of one sheet at a time. 1811: The first
mechanical press is invented in London.
It prints 3,000 sheets per hour.

The next quantum leap in communication technology came about
in several areas: our knowledge of
science, especially optics and
electromagnetics; the observation
that the sense of motion of images
could be produced by rapidly chang-

ing still images; mechanical devices
to count/ control machines; and do
arithmetic; and the recording and
replication of images of scenes and
people-the development of photography.
1822: The first permanent photograph is
made. Babbage develops the precursor to

a computer/ a difference machine for
caleulating values o{ logarithms and
trigonometric {unctions. 1824: Braille
creates method of using raised dots so
that the blind can read. 1829: Burt invents a primitive typewriter. 1832:
Babbage conceives, but does not successfully build, the first computer. 1838:
Daguerre invents process for producing
silver images on copper plates, an early
and popular {orm of photography. 1839:
Talbot creates first photographic negatives, reports his invention of photography. 1847: Hoe invents both the rotary
and web presses, which can

print

18,000

sheets on both sides per hour. 1856: A
phono-autograph is invented in France
that produces a trace produced by sound
on a rotating drum/ precursor to the phonograph.

In electromagnetics, it was the
discovery of the empirical laws of
electricity and magnetism, leading
to the theory of electromagnetism,
as expressed in Maxwell's equations, that produced the entire industry of radio. This was initiated by
Hertz, who demonstrated that electromagnetic waves could be produced and that they moved at a
speed determined by the constants
in the force equations for magnetism
and electric charge. This demonstration also showed that light itself was
just another kind of electromagnetic
radiation. Marconi quickly followed
with the invention of a primitive

form of radio, and when Lee

DeForest invented the vacuum tube

with

a control grid, amplification

was possible-the

birth of radio. Not

far behind was a peculiar merger of
"moving pictures" and optical physics, leading to the invention of television. Photography and radio thus
merged into television.
1858: Light is observed that is emitted by
electrons hitting a screen in an evacuated
tube. 1861: The first color reproduction

is demonstrated, using red, green, and
violet filters. 1867: Sholes develops the

0U[ilIU]rll[0LL0Yl-llP
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typewriter with the "qwetty" keyboard.
1869: Hauron shows how to create "pixels" of different color that are perceived
in ways that produce color images. 1874:
Baudot creates abinary code that uses
five bits to represent characters. 1875:
Carey proposes a form of "television."
1876: Bell patents the telephone. 1877:
Efison invents phonograph. 1880: 54,000
telephones are in use in the US. 1881:
Marey develops precursor to the movie
camera. 1888: Hertz demonstrates that a
varying electric current produces electromagnetic waves that can be detected at a
distance. Edison and Dickson invent a
motion picture machine with sound s1mchronization. Eastman introduces the
box camera and rolls o{ film. Smith describes a device that records sound by
magnetism. 1890: Hollerith develops a

census system using punched cards.
1893: Magnetic sound recorder is invented by Poulsen. 1894: Marconi builds
and demonstrates his first radio transmitter and receiver. 1895: Lumiere makes

first motion picture, 35-mm film at

16

frames/second.

Almost concurrent with these
great changes in communications/
mechanical controls for weaving
machines and other equipment/
along with mechanical devices that
would add, subtract, multiply and
divide, led to the first mechanical or

vacuum-tube computers. These
were powerful and useful devices,
but massive in scale and accessible
only to avery tiny group of people,
mostly scientists.
1896: Hollerith, who usedpunched cards

for the census, founds Tabulating Machine Company,later to be renamed In-

ternational Business Machines (IBM).
1904: Fessenden transmits speech by
modulating an electromagnetic wave.
1906: Fessenden transmits music and
speech via EM waves to ships at sea.
1908: Lippman wins Nobel Prize for in-

vention of color photography. 1910:
Seven million telephones are used in the
US. 1911: Swinton describes elements of
a modern television system/ using CRTs

in both the transmitter and receiver.
1912: DeForest invents vacuum tube that

amplifies signals. 1915: Benedicks fiscovers that a germanium crystal can convert
AC to DC, a precursor to the computer
chip. 1919: RCA is founded.

It was another great advance in
physics that led to the next sea
38
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change in communications. The in-

Grace Hopper develops first compiler to

vention of the transistor, followed
by integrated circuits, allowing electronics to be reduced dramatically in
physical size and consumption of
electric power. These chips have so

translate codes into binary machine

evolved that our entire communica-

tions and computer industries utiiize them almost to the exclusion of
the older technologies of vacuum
tubes, resistors, capacitors/ and inductors.

The next chunk o{ chronology
has quite a few items. Is it merely
our proximity to these events that
makes them seem so important?
1920:

Iirst commercial radio station,

KDKA is established. 1920: DeForest develops improved motion picture machine. 1924: Zenith produces portable
radio. 1925: Baird produces first television image of a human face. Zworykin
files patent for first color television system. 1926: Talking motion pictures are
introduced. 19 27 :, Electromechanical
analog computer invented by Bush at
MIT. Neill invents tape with metallic
layer for sound recording. 1928: Television broadcasts begin. 1929: Bell Labs
develops color television system. 1931:
CBS starts television broadcasting. Stereo sound is patented. Quantum'sPublisher, Bill Aldridge, is born. 1934: Tur-

ing conceives the Universal Turing
Machine, the basis of modern computers. 1935: Kodachrome introduced by
Kodak. 1936: Olympic Games are televised from Berlin.1937: Carlson invents
xerography. 1938: Zuse completes the
first working computer to use a binary
code. 1939: Stibitz and Williams build
the Bell model I computer and introduce the terminal. l94l: Zuse makes
computer with error-detecting code and
punched tape for data entry-the {irst
computer controlled by a program. 19 42t,
Shockley begins work leading to development of transistor. 1944l. The spinning disk drive is invented by Eckert.

code. 1953: Commercial color TVbegins

in the US. Townes develops the maser,
precursor to the laser. 1954: FORTRAN
programming language created. 1955:
First transistor computer built. Optical
fibers introduced. 1957t Gordon Gould
conceives the laser and gets patent only
after 1986. 1958: Integrated circuit on
one silicon chip developed. Stereo
records are introduced. Schawlow shows
how a laser works. 1959: Ieynman describes process of etching that forms ba-'
sis of modem chip design and construction. Hopper and Phillips invent COBOL
language. 1960: Packet switching to ex-

change data for computers invented.
1961: Time-sharing of computers developed. 1963: Video Disk invented. 1964:

ASCII standard developed. ARPA conceived, precursor to the Internet. IBM
develops {irst CAD software. 1966: First
fiber optics used for transmission of data.
L9 67 : Computer networking devised.
1968: Computer mouse invented. 1969:
RS-232 devised to exchange data between

computers. Bubble memory invented.
1970: Floppy disk introduced. RCA introduces MOS chips. 1971: First microprocessor patented. 1972: Speech recog-

nition systems introduced. Intel
develops

first 8-bit microprocessor,

8008, replaced later by the 8080 chip.
Landsat I is launched. L973: LSI chips
introduced. 197 4: Electronic scanners
developed. 1975: Ethemet developed for
local area networks. Laser printer pro-

duced. 1977: Apple II introduced.
Microsoft is founded. 1979: Motorola introduces the 68000 chip, used by the
Macintosh computer. 1981: Microsoft's
MS-DOS adopted by IBM for its personal

computer. 1982: PostScript system invented. 1983: Apple introduces mouse associated with cursor on screen with Lisa
computer. IBM XT introduced. 1984: CDROM introduced. 1985: Microsoft develops Wiadows. 1986-96: Explosion in creation of more complex microprocessors,

memory chips, use of video and audio

1945: Grace Hopper coins the term

with computers and communications.

"computer bug." 1946:, Mauchly and
Eckert Demonstrate ENIAC. 1947t

Expansion of so{tware, including creation
of Windows 95. Intemet becomes major
means of communications.

Gabor develops concept of holography.

Land invents instant camera. 1948:
Practical magnetic drum for computel
storage is introduced. 1948: Shockley,
Brattain, and Bardeen announce fiscovery of transistor. The first cable TV systems appear in the US. 1951: A military
supercomputer called Atlas has magnetic drums that store one megabyte.

Homo sapiens is now about to
enter the most dramatic shift in
communications technology, since
the invention of the printing press.
There has been

a

rapid convergence

CONTINUED ON PACE 40

IN THE LAB

0smosis lhe tUlaunilicent
A powerful force-but is it an engine for perpetual motion?
by Norayr Paravyan

MAGINE A SOLUTION SEPArated from a pure solvent by a
semipermeable partition that lets
the small molecules of solvent
pass through, but stops the larger
molecules of solute. Due to the

l
I
I
I

natural tendency for concentrations
to become eclual throughout the volume, unilateral molecular diffusion
of the solvent wili take place. This
spontaneous moYement of the solvent to the solution (separated from
it by the semipermeable membrane)
is called osmosis. Usually it's said
that the solvent pen-

etrates the solution
under the force of os-

motic pressure. In
other words, osmotic
pressure serves as a
quantitative characteristic of the phenomenon of osmosis.
Osmotic pressure
can be measured-it's
equal to the extra pres-

sure needed from the
solution side to stop
osmosis. It has been
established both experimentally and
theoretically (the molecular theory o{ solutions) that the osmotic

pressure is proportional to the concentration of a solution

and its

(absolute)

i

temperature. It would be interesting

to verify this relationship-but

how? To carry out our experiments,
we need a special device-an os-

mometer/ which you probably don't
have in your school physics lab.
There's away around this-we'll
make our own osmometer. Take an
ordinary carrot, lO-I2 cm long and
3-4 cm in diameter. Carefuliy wash
and scrape it and then cut off the tip
and the top. Using a special drill {or
cutting rubber stoppers (ask for it in

the chemistry labl, drill out the

center of the carrot. The thickness

of the walls of the "vessel" produced should be 3 to 8 mm. If you
can't lay your hands on a rubber
drill, you can get by with a narrow
penknife. Also, you can use something else in piace of the cartot'. a
beet, turnip, rutabaga, potatorvhatever 1-ou have at hand. Now
iind a rubber stopper to match your
vegetable vessel-one that has a
hoie in it and ilatching tubing. Our
osmometer lsee the figure on the
next page) is now ready, and u.e can
proceed with our experiments.

Fill the vessel (up to
the brim) with a saturated solution of any
water-soluble substance-table salt (sodium chloride), Glauber's salt (sodium
sulfate decahydrate),
sugar-and then close
the vessel tightly with
the plug with the tub-

ing. Be careful that

there are no

air

bubbles under the
plug-otherwise this

will offer serious o
"resistance" to the osmosis. Put the filled c/)
o
vessel into a glass (o
air

CD

filled with ordinary a
tap water. Rather than :l
o
hold the vessel in your
TD
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watu

saturo.ted

solution

hand, attach it to a laboratory stand
with a clamp connected to the plug.

Make sure the water level in the
glass is higher than that in the vegetable vessel. Also, place an empty
can or cup at the other end of the
tubing.
After a few minutes fluid driven

will pour out of
the tube into the empty can. In
about 30-40 minutes the water
level in the outer glass will have
dropped significantly. How long
will this process continue? At first
glance, there are no limitations-we

by osmotic pressure

can always add more water to the

outer glass. But that's only at first
glance. In fact, however long this
experiment proceeds, it will necessarily stop. This is because the water penetrates the semipermeable
partition (the walls of the vegetable
vessel) into our osmometer, resulting in a continual decrease in the
concentration of salt in the solution. In addition, the concentration
is decreased because some of the
solution is leaving the osmometer
via the tubing. So we have pure
water coming into the system, and
salt solution coming out. When the
concentrations of the solutes inside
and outside of the vegetable vessel
become equal, the fluid stops dripping out of our device, and the experiment comes to an end.
I should point out that an experiment with this particular setup may
last quite a long time (two or three
hours)-if, of course, you have the
patience to add water to the outer
glass of the osmometer. However,
the process will necessarily stop.
ALas, aperpetuum mobile cannot be
constructed on the basis of osmotic
pressure (or on any other basis, as
you well know!).
o
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of technologies related to the
printed word, images (fixed and dynamic), and computers. This shift is
rapidly making the printed word
virtuaily obsolete. Within the next
50 years, the use of paper for newspapers/ textbooks, novels, and reference works will cease almost entireiy. In their place will be ROM
chips containing the information
one wants, which are simply placed
in a small, inexpensive computing
and display device-you will buy a
novel, say/ as ROM chip and use
your book-size device to "read" it
on the display screen. Material will
also be downloaded from a variety
of sources on some new superInternet system connected by fiber
optics to every home. Such a system
will combine what is now found on
the Internet with what we now get
on television. The merger of television and computer wiil then also be
complete.
The remainder of my chronology
doesn't come from The Timetables
of Technology.It constitutes my
predictions for the next 30 years.
1997: Cable TV lines used to transmit
and receive computer data via the
Internet. 1999: Iiber optics widely used
to connect homes so that graphics and
data are easily and rapidly exchanged.

2005: Widespread use of a merged system of TV, computer/ and Internet, with
homes connected by fiber optics. 2006:
Widespread use o{ electronic books that
use ROM chips to deliver the content of
textbooks, novels, and reference mate-

rials. Printed books decline rapidly in
use. 2008: Dynamic illustration rou-

tinely used in books. 2010: Symbolic
communication now a merger of dynamic graphics and other images, with
minimal use of words

as s)'rnbols to rep'
resent these images. 2020: Communications uses other sensors associated with
touch, taste, and smell to communicate,
leading to a further reduction in the use

of word symbols. 2025: Few printed
books in use anywhere. Everything is
electronic and optical.
I wonder where these fundamental

will leave us, and what will
be lost. We already see the use of
graphics and moving pictures in television and on the Lrternet replacing
changes

the strings of words that used to elicit

those images in the mind of the
reader. Great books of the past were
great because of the writer's ability to

invoke vicarious experiences in the
reader by means o{ words. The
printed word opened the world and
the universe to billions of people over
the past 300 years. A picture may be
"worth a thousand words," but the
abillty to use 1,000 words to paint a
picture may in the long term have
been a far more valuable skill. But
who's to say?
G. Aldridge
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HAPPEN INGS

Bullelilt Boal'd
tresltmalt wins Schaler Pt'he

Ioana Dumitriu, a freshman at
New York's Courant Institute of
Mathematical Sciences, is the winner of the seventh annual Alice T.
Schafer Mathematics Prize. The
Schafer Prize is awarded to an undergraduate woman in recognition
of excellence in mathematics and is

sponsored by the Association for
Women in Mathematics (AWM).
Dumitriu will receive a cash prize
of $1,000.
The Schafer Prize was established
in 1990 by the executive committee

of AWM and is named for AWM
former president and one of its
founding members Alice T. Schafer,
who has contributed a great deal to
women in mathematics throughout
her career. The criteria for selection
includes, but is not limited to, the
quality of the nominees' performance in mathematics courses and
special programs, an exhibition of
real interest in mathematics, the
ability to do independent work, and,
if applicable, performance in mathematical competitions.
Two runners-up were also selected: Karen Ba1l, a senior at
Grinnell College, and Wungkum
Fong, a senior at the University of
California at Berkeley. Each will receive $150. AWM also awarded an
honorable mention toTaraS. Holm
from Dartmouth College. The prize
presentation will take place on the
evening of |uly 22, 1996, at the
AWM Banquet (held in conjunction
with the AWM Workshop) in Kan-

sas City, Missouri. The AWM

Workshop and Schafer Prize Session
are held in coniunction with the
SIAM Annual Meeting.
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"There were many outstanding
nominees this year, each with her
own style and her own strengths,"
stated Ruth Charney of Ohio State
University, chair of the 1996 Schafer
Prize Committee. "It was very difficult to choose a winner. We are
pleased to be able to recognize these

four exceptional young women."
The Schafer Prize is funded by an
endowment with continuing contributions from AWM members and
others. Additional contributions
will help ensure the long-term
viability of the prize. Checks made
payable to "ATS Prize Fund" may be
sent to AWM,4114 Computer and
Space Sciences Building, University

of Maryland, College Park MD

20742-246t.
The Association for Women in
Mathematics, founded in 197 l, w as
estabiished to encourage women to
study and have active careers in the
mathematical sciences. Equai opportunity and the equal treatment
of women in the mathematical sciences are promoted. AWM has more
than 4,500 members, both women
and men, from the United States
and around the world, representing
all parts of the mathematical community.
Weh t'esearch sel'urce

Information Access Company, a
provider of electronic reference information to libraries and schools,
announces the debut of Cognito!$ a
new student and family research

tool on the World Wide

Web.
Cognito! is a subscription-based service that gathers and indexes more

than 995,000 articles and documents from diverse sources-maga-

zines, encyclopedias, reference

books, pamphlets, and Internet sites.
Editors at Information Access continually add new articles and cross
references to Web sites.
Contents include years of articles

from more than 700 general-interest

and specialized magazines; two
dozen reference books, inciuding
almanacs, biographical dictionaries,
and specialized encyclopedias; hun-

dreds of advisory pamphlets from
professional organizations; the full
text of Collier's'* Encyclopedia,
with 25,000 entries; the full text of
Th e C olumb i a En cy clop a di a' I w ith
over 50,000 entries.
Cognitol is available for a US$9.95
monthly subscription fee, which includes unlimited searching, browsing, and downloading for personal
use. For more information, visit the
Cognito! site on the World Wide Web:

http://www.cognito.com.
Coin+dlinu CyberTea$sr
Things got a little sticky at the
comers as contestants mentally ma-

neuvered two coins around a rectangle in the |uly/August CyberTeaser
at Quantum's Web site (brainteaser
B178 in this issue). Most everyone
recognized the problem at the inner
coffrers; it was the outer comers that
tripped some people up. The following e-mailers were the first to submit
an answer that satisfied our judge:

|ohn Condon (Houston, Texas)
Leonid Borovskiy (Brooldpr, New York)
1lth Grade Math Club: Ilknur Kocak,
Murat Tanoren, Sjrmay Parmaksiz,
Ozsel Beleli llzrr.rr, Turkey)
Nikolai Yakovenko (College Park,
Maryland)
Keith Grizzell (Gainesville, Florida)
Nikolai Kukharkin (Princeton, New
Iersey)

fim Grady

(Branchburg, New |ersey)

Lorenzo Maccone llvr ea, ltaly I
Mahesh Madhav (Morton Grovg Illinois)
Peter Onyisi (Arlington, Virginia)

The joint entry by the t lth Grade
Math Club presented us with a dilemma: how many Quantumbtttons to awardl In this case, four. But

in the future, such combined entries
be eligible for a single button.
And only the "corporatg niltrs" u/ill
be published among the winners. So
if it's fame you're after, submit your

will

entry as an individual!
Our congratulations to the winners, who will receive a copy of this
issue of Quantum and the coveted
Qu antum button. Everyone who submitted a correct answer (up to the
time the answer is posted on the Web)
is eligible for a drawing to win a copy
of Quantum Quandailes, the new
collection of the first 100 Quantum
brainteasers. Our thanks to everyone
who submitted an answer-right,
wrong/ close, or ever so close. The
new CyberTeaser is waiting for you at
http //www.nsta. org/quantum.
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IN DEX

Uolume 0
Against the Current (evaluating fluid

resistance), Alexander Mitrofanov,
May f lun9 5, p22

(F

eature)

All Bent Out of Shape (a look at
many kinds of deformation), Sep/
Oct95, p32 (Kaleidoscope)

Behind the Mirror (measuring the
thickness of the reflecting layer), N. M.
Rostovtsev, latlFeb96,p37 (hr the Lab)
Bell Curve? What Bell Curve? (response

to a previous Pubiisher's Page), Paul
Horwitz, I an lF eb9 6, p2 7 (Feedback)
Boing, Boing, Boing . . . (what happens after the second bounce, and
the third, . . .), Arthur Eisenkraft and
Larry D, Kirkpatrick, |ul/Aug95, p30
(Physics Contest)
A Brewer and Two Doctors (origins
of the law of conservation of energy),
Gennady Myakishev, May flun95,
p43 (Looking Back)
Bridging the Gap (between classical
and quantum mechanics, teacher
and student), BillG. Aldridge, Nov/
Dec95, p2 (Publisher's Page)
But What Does It Mean? (the thinking
behind the symbols), Bil1G. Aldridge,
Marf Apr96, p2 (Publisher's Page)

(1

gg5-90)

Berzsenyi, Mayllun96, p37 lMath
Investigations)
Construction Program (regular polygons, Euler's function, and Fermat
numbers), Alexander Kirillov, Mar/
Apr96, p10 (Feature)
Cutting Facets (a simple problem
with many hidden charms), Vladimir
Dubrovsky, May llun9 5, p4 (Feature)
The Discriminant at Work (a handy
algebraic tool), Andrey Yegorov, |an/
Feb96, pSa (At the Blackboard)

Dragon Curves (Chandler and
Knuth's famous design), Nikolay
Vasilyev and Victor Gutenmacher,
Sep/Oct95, p4 (Feature)
Dragon the Omnipresent (a proof of
a remarkable property [see "Dragon
Curves," Sep/Oct95, and "Nesting
Puzzles-Part II," MarI Apr96ll,
Vladimir Dubrovsky , |ullAugg6,
p34 (Follow-up)
Duracell Awards $100,000 to Young
Inventors (results of Duraceli/NSTA
Scholarship Competition), May/

Health and Long Life (travel notes: mad
cows and the Brontes), Bill G. Aldridge,
Mayllun96, p2 (Publisher's Page)
How Enlightened Are You? (straight
answers to crooked questions about

Oct95, p20 (Feature)

the history of human communication), Bill G. Aldridge, l:ull Aug96, pZ
(Publisher's Page)
Caught in the Web (interesting
World Wide Web sites), Sep/Oct95,

at fluid mechanics), L. Leonovich,
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with

Educated Guesses (amusing Fermi

Finding the Family Resemblance (an

of field"), Mark L. Biermann, Sep/
Oct95, p26 (Feature)
The Conductor of a Set (an old problem revisited and feedback), George

Hands-on Topology (experiments

the Mobius strip), Boris Kordemsky,
Nov/Dec95, p64 (Toy Store)

"Can-do" Competitors in Canbena (report on the XXM International Physics Olympia dl, Larry D. Kirkpatrick,
Nov/Dec95, p53 (Happenings)
"Can You Hear Me?" (thoughts on

tography (an examination of "depth

Georg Cantor (an anniversary review of his achievements), Vladimir
Tikhomirov, Nov/Dec95, p48
(Looking Back)
The Golden Ratio in Baseball (Fibonacci in sport statistics), Dave
Trautman, MarlAprg6, p30 (Mathematical Surprises)
Graphs and Grafs (a little graph
theory and practice), Anatoly Savin,
NoviDec95, p32 (Kaleidoscope)
Gravitational Redshift (determining
a star's characteristics from photonic redshift), Arthur Eisenkraft and
Larry D. Kirkpatrick, Nov/Dec95,
p34 (Physics Contest)
A Gripping Story (how to calculate
static friction), Alexey Chernoutsan,
Marf Apr96, paO (At the Blackboard)

lun9 6, p53 (Happenings)

problems), |ohn A. Adam, Sep/

p53 (Happenings)
Clality, Reality, and the Art of Pho-

From the Edge of the Universe to
Tartarus (Hesiod meets modern
physics), Albert Stasenko, Mar/
Apr96, p4 (Feature)

attempt to categorize integer representation problems), George Berzsenyi,
lulI Aug9 6, p27 (Math Investigations )
Fluids and Gases on the Move (a look
I an f F

eb9 6,

p2B (Kaleidoscope)

Focusing Fields (finding the magnetic field that will focus charged
particles), Arthur Eisenkraft and
Larry D. Kirkpatrick, I an f Eebg 6, p32
(Physics Contest)
From Mouse to Elephant (cel1 size and
other zoological constants), Anatoly

Mineyev, MarlApO6, plB (Feature)

light), Alexander Leonovich, May/
lun96, p32 (Kaleidoscope)
How ManyDivisors Does a Number
Have? (a classic problem with many
interconnections), Boris Kotlyar,
Marf Apr96, p24 (Feature)

The Importance of Studying the
Physics of Sound Insulation (a detective story), Roman Y. Vinokur, Nov/
Dec95, p1B (Feature)
Infinite Descent (a versatile method),
Lev Kurlyandchik and Grigory Rozenblume, lul l Augg 6, p 1 0 (Feature)

Less Heat and More Light (properties

Paravyan,lullA1996, p39 (In the

of the "ideal black body"), Y. Amstislavsky, Nov/Dec95, p4 (Feature)

Lab)

Life on an Accelerating Skateboard
(toward an improved deiinition of
"werght"), Albert A. Bartlett, Sep/

Physics in the News (calculus and the
laws of scaling), Albert A. Bartlett,
Mayllun9S, p50 (At the Blackboard)
A Pivotal Approach (applying rotation
in problem solving), Boris Pritsker,
Maylltn95,p44 (At the Blackboard)

Oct95, p49 (Follow-up)

It lrumrnations
on the notlon oi "length"l, Anatoly

The Long and Short of

Savin, Mar,,"ApO6, p32 Kaleidoscope)
i

Lost in a Forest 1Bel1man's problem:
how to get out in the shortest trmel l,
George Berzsenyi, Nov/Dec95, p-l1
(Math Investigations)

The Play of Light (results of a
"s1ight" change in the rules), Dmitry
Tarasov and Lev -larasov, Mayf
Jun96, p10 (Feature)
The Porver of the Sun and You (sur-

prises oi scale), V. Lange and T.
The Magic of 3x 3 (speci{ica11y,

a

magrc

Martin Gardner, )an/
F eb9 5, p24 (Mathematical Surprises
scluare of scluares),

)

The Mathematician, the Physicist,
and the Engineer (science jokes on
the Internet), Mayllun96, p48
(Quantum Smiles)

The Mean Value of a Function
(stretching an arithmetic concept),
Yury Ionin and Alexander Plotkin,
Nov/Dec95, p26 (F eature)
Moving Matter (using a pendulum
to measure speed), Arthur Eisenkraft
and Larry D. Kirkpatrick, Mayf
lun96, p34 (Physics Contest)

Lange, fu1 Aug96, p16 (Feature)
Problems Beget Problems (follow-up

on previousll- pubhshed problems),
George Berzsenr i. Se p Oct95, p40
(Math Investigations)

thing new), Vladimrr Boltl ansky,
SepiOct95, p45 (At the Biackboard)
Queens on a Cylinder (cylindrical and

hand{ul of numerical
tricks), Ivan Depman and Naum Vilen-

Number Show

(a

kin, MarfApr96, p46 (In Your Head)
On the Nature of Space Magnetism
(the cosmic "hydromagnetic dy-

namo"), Alexander Ruzmaykin,
Sep/Oct95, p12 (Feature)
The Orbit of Triangles (attractors and
"butterflies"), George Berzsenyi,
Mar f Apr9 6, p43 (Math Investigations)
The Orchard Problem (planting trees
but maintaining a view), Vladimir
|ankovic, I anlFeb9 6, p 1 6 (Feature)

Osmosis the Magnificent (power-

ful, yes; perpetual ...?), Norayr

Up the Down hcline (gravity defied? or
obeyed unusually? ), Alexander Mitrofanov, Marf Apr96, p44 (In the Lab)

A Venusian Mystery (the riddle of
her rotation), Vladimir Surdin, |ul/
Aug96, p4 (Feature)

It

tor oil), Henry D. Schreiber, Nov/
Dec95, pazlln the Lab)

Sea Sounds (underwater

say:

(the engine-saving properties of mo-

refraction of

p34 (Physics Contest)
Shall We Light a Fire in the Fireplace? (an equation that seems to

p39 (Math Investigations)

(Publisher's Page)

Tolpygo, May llun9 6, p3B (Follow-up)

Hanoi and Panex), Vladimir Dubrovsky, |an/Feb96, p53 (Toy Store)

(infinite processes with simple an-

Oct95, p42 (In the Lab)

The Torch is Passed (introducing
NSTA's new Executive Director),
Bill G. Aldridge, Sep/Oct95, p2

A Viscous River Runs Through

Larry D. Kirkpatrick, Marf Apr96,

swers ), George Berzsenyi, I an lF eb9 5,

A Tell-tale Trail and a Chemical
Clock (two experiments with alternating current), N. Paravyan, Sep/

toroidal chess fsee "Torangles and
Torboards," Marf Apr94]), Alexey

Nesting Puzzles (part I: The Tower of

p61 (Toy Store)
Nonstandardly Continued Fractions

Klumova, Mayllun96, pl6 (Feature)

The Quadratic (somethrng old, some-

sound waves), Arthur Eisenkraft and

Nesting Puzzles (part II: Chinese
rings and the return of the dragon),
Vladimir Dubrovsky , Marf Apr96,

p35 (Physics Contest)
Surprises of Conversion (proving the
converse o{ theorems), I. Kushnir,
Marf Apr95, p3B (Sticking Points)
Surprises of the Cubic Formula (an
equation of little use and much significance), Dmitry Fuchs and Irene

"Don't bother"), Victor

Lange,

lanlFeb96, p40 (At the Blackboard)

A Walk on the Sword's Edge (literally-is it possible?), V. Meshcheryakov, |an/Feb96, plO (Feature)
What's the "Best" Answer? (it's not
iust a matter of getting the right answer), Boris Kordemsky, lul I Aug9 6,

p2B (Kaleidoscope)

Signals, Graphs, and Kings on a Torus

While the Water Evaporates . .

(ensuring error-free communication),
A. Futer, NoviDec95, p12 (Feature)

(time enough to think about the rate
oi the process), Mikhail Anfimov

Smoky Mountain (why the air is
warmer on the leeward side), Ivan
Vorobyov, Nov/Dec95, p38 (At the

and Alexey Chernoutsan, IuIl

Blackboard)
So What's the foke? (the damage done
by a computervirus), BillG. Aldridge,

lanlFeb96, p2 (Publisher's Page)
So What's the Point? (replacing algebra with geometry in vector analysis ), Gary Haardeng-Pedersen, Mar/
Apr96, pa8 (At the Blackboard)
Spinning Gold from Straw (how two
secrets can add up to one certainty),
S. Artyomov, Y. Gimatov, and V.
Fyodorov, ld l Aug9 6, p20 (Feature)

Split Image (behavior of light in a
broken lens), Arthur Eisenkraft and
Larry D. Kirkpatrick, Sep/Oct95,

.

Ang96, p25 (At the Blackboard)

Who Owns RomanNumerals? (thehistory and practice of I's, V's, X's . . .),

Steven Schwartzman, I anfFeb9 5, p4
(Feature)

Why Won't Weeble Wobbly Go to Bed?
(the physics of a "Iight-headed" toy), L.
Borovinsky, May/|un95, p54 (Toy Store)
The Wind in the Quicksilver (backward

ion flow in mercury amalgams), Ivan
Vorobyov, I anlFeb9 6, p20 (Feature)
Winning Strategies (solutions to previous Kaleidoscope), Vladimir Dubrovsky, Sep/Oct95, p61 (Toy Store)

The World Przzle Championship (re-

port and sample ptzzlesl, Vladimir
DubrovskY, l;/,l AIP6,P55 (ToY Store)
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ANSWERS,
HINTS &
SOLUTIONS

case is known as Cauchy's theorem
on convex polyhedrons. (N. Vasilyev)

tUIath
Yes, this can happen. An example

of the set of faces that can be glued
into two differently shaped polyhedrons is given in figure 1. Each polyhedron consists of two congruent
irregular quadrilateral pyramids

(a) The answer is no. Suppose
such a sequence exists. Without loss

of generality, we can assume that
any two consecutive terms in it are
relatively prime. (If their greatest

common divisor d is greatet then 1,
then the next term-their sum-and
glued together along their bases. The the previous term-their di{ferbases are rectangles, and in one case ence-both will be divisible by d,
the pyramids are symmetric about and we can extend this argument to
their common base (fig.Zal, while in the entire sequence. So all the terms
the other they are symmetric about can be reduced by d.It should also
the center of the base (fig. 2b).
be mentioned that d here is necesTry to think of an example with sarily a perfect scluare.)
a smaller or even the smallest posNow, i{ a2 + b2 : c2, where a, b,
sible number of faces. Is it necessary and c arc relatively prime numbers,
that the volumes of the two polyhe- then c is odd, and one of the numbers
drons be the same?
a xtd b is even. III a and b are both
Notice that if all edges of a poly- odd, then the sum of their squares
hedron are oI different length or if takes the form lZn + Llz + (2m + 1)2 and
they are simply marked by different so is even but not divisible by 4, and
labels on the adiacent faces, so as to thus cannot be a square.) On the one
fix the order in which the faces are hand, all the numbers in the sequence
glued together, then Laura will get starting with the third must be odd;
the same polyhedron as Andrew. This on the other hand, some of them are
fact is far from obvious. The general necessarily even. This contradiction
proves that our answer is no.
A
(b) Here the answer is yes.
H
A
AH
It suffices to find a number a repll
4,J.4
,/\
3l=3
t---1
4,///
\ r resentable in two different ways as
the product of numbers of different
:
:
/
\
4
parity. That is, we need a: bc: mn
22
5
and that 0 < b2 - c2 . 2a < m2 - n2 :
two
two
f our
k{62 - c2). Then we verify that the
squares of the sequence
Figure
1

y

:

:

x=b2-c2,
2a, kx, ky, k2x, kzy, ...

satisfy the condition of the

* + 5? :
:
(b2
* c2)2, or
lkxlz + s? = *2162 - c2l2 * 4b2c2 :
(m2 - nzlz + 4m2n2 : (m2 + n212.

5.

1.

also hold: 32
Bz -221.

Ml77

Ml76

6 = 3. 2

The additional conditions
-22 : S < lz < 86 - | = 7 .

This number yields the

se-

quence 5, 12, 35, 84, 245,..., whose
squares satisfy the given condition.

Ml78
Let's represent the difference r - b
the sum of "black" vectors (fig.3)
each of which is the difference between a red vector and the next blue
as

vector in the clockwise direction.
Black vectors subtend disjoint arcs
of the unit circle centered at O.
Suppose that d : r -b is attoflzero
vector (otherwise there's nothing to
prove). Draw the diameter of the
circle parallel to d. The projection of
d on this diameter is vector d itself.
Since the projection of the sum of
vectors equals the sum of the projections of these vectors, d equals the

sum of the projections of the black
vectors.
Consider all black vectors whose
projections on the diameter have the
same direction as d. Clearly, the sum
of the lengths of their projections is
no smaller than ldl (since d is the sum
of these vectors as well as others that
point in the opposite direction). On
the other hand, their projections

(more exactly, the projections of the

corresponding chords) are disjoint
segments of the diameter/ so their to-

tal length is no greater than

2.

Thus, ldl : lr - bl < 2.
For the set of two opposite unit
vectors/ lr - bl : 2, so our estimate is
exact.
dtuection of r

-b

"6_-\

problem. For instance,
(bz

Andrew

Figure 2

Lattra

szlz + (2bcl2

The smallest number with the

two required factonzations is six:

Figure 3
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with compass and straightwith straight-

possible

M179
Suppose for definiteness that the
given segment is of unit length.
(a) For the first construc,tion, draw
a line (fig. 4), mark off three points
A, B, C on it such thatAB = BC: l,
draw another line through B, and
mark of{ segmentBD = 1 on it. Then
ZADC: 90' because it is an angle
inscribed in the circleACD and subtended by its diameter AC.

D

edge are not possible
edge and unit length.

Ml80
Using the given equation, we obtain for any x the relations
+ 2l

flx

+ flx)

: 'lil'lifl"l
:2fl"l-

=,[if(x + Il
- flx - rl)

^liflx-tl

is,

-that

f(x + 2l: f(xl

- ^[iflx - tl.

\.7 i
"*=(4\'R,

It follows that
flx

A

Figure 4

=

(b) Similarly, we can construct
two right angles,AEC andAFC, subtended by the same diameter AC,
where points A and C are taken on
the given line (fig. 5). Let G andHbe

the intersection points of AE and
CF, AF and CE, respectively. Then
AF and CE are altitudes in the triangle AGC (and also in triangle
AHCll, so GHis the third aititude in
either triangle, because the altitudes
meet at one point.

1)l

-fkt,

and so

l(x+8) :-fl**+l=flxl.
This means thatlis a periodic function with period 8. One example of
such a function is /(x) : sin(xxl4l.

^M
gr=G-2,
l(14

where G is the gravitational constant, M is the mass o{ Mars, andR^n
is its radius. The radius of Mars can

be found directly from the conditions of the problem (fig. 6):

The theory of constructions with

P^,=11a1!=la
22

in the famous book Foundations of Geomeuy by David Hilbert in connection with the analysis
discussed

fice to perform many constructions.
In particular/ you can draw paralleis,
construct an angle congruent to a

48
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Inserting the numerical data into
this formula and takinginto account
that l" : 3.L41$80 . 50 . 60) rad =
4.9 . 10-6 rad, we get

sya= 3.64 mf s2.

Lr a small time interval At the momentum of a drop of varying mass is

Llmvl: mg.

Lt.

(1)

According to the conditions of the
problem, the increase in the drop's
mass in a time At is

Lm = apv^uS .

Lt,

l2l

where p is the density of water, vru is
the average speed oi the drop during
the time At, S : h#is the drop's surface area, and s is a dimensionless
proportionality factor. As for the lefthand side, since m : olrof p,

Lm:4n0p . Lr
=

Sp'Ar.

If in time Ar the
drop falls the

of geometric axioms. These tools suf-

given angle with a given side, and so
on. But some constructions that are

r )",
=";[;,

_t5x2

P177

Pl76

a straightedge and standard length is

r2r)' (rp)'.
\.7 /

^M (zn\'Qp)'
g*=GRio=[rJiA*

Physics
According to Newton's second
law and the universal gravitation
law, the acceleration due to gravity
at the Martian surface is

Figure 5

=

Finally,

flx * 2l -

Jiflx + 1l
=fl"|* Ji\fl" + 1)+1ft-

+ al =

cr is small, tar, (ul2l
= ul2l.
To find the mass of Mars, consider the motion of its moon
Phobos. To simplify, assume the
satellite's orbit to be circular with
radius R : J tan 0 =/F (see figure 6).
The period of revolution of Phobos
is 7. The centripetal acceleration
a = ro2R : (znlTlzR of the moon is
provided by the force of gravity
F = C(mMlR'l @ is the mass of
Phobos). So a : Ff m, or lzrlTlzR:
G(MlRzl, from which we get

(since

Figure 6

distance Ly,
then At = Lylv^u.
Inserting the
expressions for
L,m and A, into

finity in both directions

equation (2)yields

Ar=u.Ly-Ly.
initial radius is small,
the increase'in the drop's radius is
proportional to the distance travBecause the

eled-thatis,r-y.

Sincethe dropfalls with auniform
acceleration c, then y : at2f2 - t2,
Therefore,r -t2 andm -f -t6.Taking these relationships into account,
from equation (1) we get

ArM

L(t6atl = t6g. Lt.
(Because there is a mass on both
sides of equation (1), the proportionality constant cancels. ) Differentiating the left-hand side results in
L[at7l = 7 at6 - Lt

:

from the plane of the page).
Draw two lines MArArand
MBrBzclose to one another.
Note that the very narrow
strip of width ArB, is
equivalent to a thread with
the linear charge density
Ir : o . ArB rlocated at a distarLce rr = ArM from point M. The
electric field AE, generated by this
thread at point M is directed along

t6g - Lt,

which reduces to

l"l
" _ Znesr1
-r
^

where

The corresponding strip on the
a similar field:
AE _

'

P178
The decay of uranium hydride
proceeds according to the equation

2UH, -+ 2U + 3H,
(2 moles) of

uranium

g (2 moles) of ura-

nium and 6 g (3 moles) of hydrogen.
Correspondingly, I g of uranium
hydride yields m : 6 I 482 g of hydrogen. Assuming hydrogen to be an
ideal gas, we calculate its pressure at
the given conditions (T = 673 K,
Y = 10-3 mB) using the ideal gas law:

p=Y+=8.5.10a

pV

is the permittivity of free

lower plate generates
7

is,4B2g

eo

o.ArB,
Znes.ArM'

space.

a=€.

-that
hydride yield476

and equals

N/rrr'.

P179
Draw the cross section of the system along its plane of symmetry
passing through the given point M
(fig. 7-the charged plates go to in-

)'"2 _ -o.A2B,
Znesr2 2nt.s. AzM

sated source of electric field-the
strip PrQ ffig.7l. As the total width of

the plates is large (P,N ,, 7r), the
strength of the electric field formed
by the strip PrQ is directed almost
horizontally (to the right). As the triangles MQN and, PrQPrare similar,
PIQ/QN : dlh << I-that is, the
width of the strip PrQ is small compared to the distance from the strip to
pointM. So this strip can againbe replaced by a thread with linear charge
density 1": o . P,Q located at a distaflcer= QM= QNfrom point M.
Thus the desired electric field
strength is directed almost horizontally to the right and is approximately equal to

I
Ztreg

o'4Q
=- 2rc6 .QN

reach the screen are equal. Assuming that the paths o{ the rays inside
the acluarium are parallel, we can
write the following equation for the
lowest ray and for the ray traveling
at height h (fig. 8):

bLb
rtr;i?
"l"o*;= Wh- a4+
where b :
aquarium,

W is the width of the
I is the distance to the

screen, and c is the speed of light in
a vacuum. After some simple trans-

The similarity of triangle s MArB, and
MA.B ryields AE, = -A6,-ahat is, the
fields producedby the stripsArB, and
ArBrbalance out exactly. hr the long
run therewillbe only oneuncompen-

-

traveling along different paths to

od

formations (and noting that h << Ll,
we get

_11
"r-' 2ab-

2a1,ji

=2.5m.

Note that this result does not contain the parameter h. This means
that the conditions for maximum
brightness coincide for all the paths
of the light rays passing through the
water. So this aquarium has the
properties of a converging lens.

Bl'aintea$Br$
8176
See

figure 9.

8177
The frictional force is proportional to the normal force. Consider
the book just below the book that is

Znt.oh'

P180
Figure 7

To obtain the brightest strip of
light, the screen must be located
where the times required for rays

FigUre 9

0UA1'ITU]tl/AilSIltRS,

lllltlS & S0LllTl

0f'l

S

4g

pulled out. The friction between
this book and the one beneath it is
greatil than for the one sliding along
it by a value proportional to the
weight of one book. This is why the
book underneath stays put. The
books below this one are kept in
place even more firmly.

8178

in order.

Reverse the coins 12345,
then 45571, and then 67123. Every
coin except coin 1 will have been
turned over twice, while coin 1 will
have been turned over three times.
This amounts to reversing only coin
1. Similarly, we can reverse any

4.Let n be the unknown number
machines. They
worked for 3 5 - 5 - I I : 18 hours and
did the same work as the tfust 27
machines would have done during
the 6 hours that were saved. Thus,
we have L8n:27 . 6, and so fl = 9.

other single coin and thus any set of
the coins. (V. Dubrovsky)

5 . Let a and b be the masses of copper in the two pieces of the first ingot.

As a coin rolls a distance equal to
its circumference/ it makes one full

revolution. The perimeter o{ the
rectangle is 12 circumferences. So
the outside coin

will

make 12 revo-

lutions as it roils along the
rectangle's sides. In addition, at every vertex of the rectangle it makes
an additional quarter turn (fig. 10).
So the total number of revolutions
for the outside coin is 13.

[aleidu$cope
1. The second time the man will
run the distance 5lB - 318 = ll4 ot
the bridge length greater than the
first time; the corresponding differ-

ence for the car is exactly one bridge

length. It follows that the man's
speed is Il4 of the car's-that is,
15 km per hour.
2. The speed of the swimmerwith
respect to the ball is the same regard-

Iess of the direction of swimming.
Thus the trip back takes 10 minutes,
and the entfue trip takes 20 minutes.
The ball floated I km during these
20 minutes. Therefore, its speedwith

Figure

1O

The inside coin travels a distance

l\c-Br, where c is its circumference
andr: cl2nis its radius. So it makes
12 - 4ln = lO.7 revolutions.

8179
Only the mother and brother or
the son and daughter could be twins,
so the twins are o{ opposite genders.
Therefore, the winner and the loser
are of the same gender. They can't
be the mother and daughter, because
they must be the same age. So they
are the son and the brother. The son
couldn't be the winner, because in
that case the brother's twin-that is,
the mother-would be the same age
as her son. This leaves only one pos-

sibility free of contradictions: the

respect to the shore-that is, the
speed of the current-is 1 km per
20 min, or 3 km per hour.
3. Denote by q the percentage of
salt in the solution after the entire
operation. The initial percentage
was q - p, ar;:d it increased by a factor of qlft1-p). Since the mass of the
salt remains the same, this factor is
equal to the ratio of the masses of
the solution before and after evaporation. A similar consideration
shows that the mass of the solution
in the test tube decreased by half, so
the decrease in the total mass is
I I Qn) of itsinitial value-that is, the
total mass changed by a factor of
| - rlQnl = l2n- I)lQn). This yields
the equation

JUIY/AUGUsT lssB

AE. Since LABG is congruent to
AADF, we have ZAGE = IAFD :
ZFAB (the last equation follows
from the factthatAB ll CDl. Further,
tFAB: tFAE + LEAB : tFAD +

IEAB:tGAB+tEAB:IGAE.

Therefore, ZAGE : IGAE, the triangLe AGE is isosceles, and we're
done.
7 . la) The proof is clear from figure 12, in which I is the midpoint of

BC, M is the intersection point of
the medians, and LM = MN.II is a

1

r-Pq2n1- I

We'lI grve a solution that may not
be the shortest, but it shows that we

50

DF:GBandDF+BE:GB+BE:
it suffices to prove thatGE:

GE. So

or

BO

can turn over any preassigned set of
coins. Number the coins 1, 2, 3, ...,7

Then the corresponding masses for
the secondingotareka andkb, where
k is the ratio of concentrations of copper in the two ingots. A{ter alloying
the ingots a second time, the mass of
copper is a + kb in the first ingot and
b + ka in thesecond ingot. So we have
a + kb = b + ka, or ll -k)(a -b):0.8y
the condition of the problem, k * l;
therefore, a : b-that is, the ingots
were cut in half.
6. The answer is DF + BE: a.To
prove this equality, rotate the square
about A by 90" so that the side AD
matches AB lfig.11). Let G be the
image of F under the rotation; then

q _2n
q-p 2n-1'

tournament was won bv the brother.

Bl

of additional

from which we immediately get

q:znp.

Frgure r

r

:zLA. Now

we compare the areas of several triangles. Base MB of
triangle AMB is half as long as base
AB of triangle ABC, and they have
CL

different). But this is possible only if
- I = 0 for allS or P(x) : 1.
12. Letting fl"l : 42" -t, we can

P(xl

rewrite the given equation as
: 4zq,,Ex -I- 1, or x : f(f(xll. w e'Il
the same altitude from A, so
arealABM) = I
C) : /2. Simi- "show that lor any increasing func"area(AB
: l rarealABM) : I I 4. tion /(x) the equations
larly, arealMKh)
t

1

1

And since the base lC of triangle BLC
is 2/3 as long as base AC of triangle
ABC, and they have the same altitudes
h'om B, area(BIC)

Figure 12

well-known property of rnedians
that pointM divides each of them in
the ratio 2:1, starting from the
triangle's vertices. Thus we have
M / = LML = AM. Also, CI'{ : BM
(these segmenrs are symmetric
about point

Il.

So each side

:

z

l^arealABC)

:

P,

=b
PC,PC,

=e

length of

triangle CMI/ is 213 of the corresponding median of triangle ABC,
and dilation by a factor of 3i2 takes
triangle CIYIN into the one we have
to construct.
(b) In figure 12, the rnedian CI of
triangle CMN is exactly one half of
the side CB o{ the lniual triangle
ABC. So, in vleu- of the dilation
above, the length of the corresponding rnedian oi triangle A,B,C, is
3loBC. Ciearly, similar relations will
hold for the other nr.o rnedians,
which means that trrangle ArBrCrrs

- .?

(b\' .I .rJ
r4)'rp.)'
-[7]
-1,;l
,)
[7,,
a2+ b2
.)

=1.

L

It follows that P :

rl

fkl:

(1)

"

l2l

solution of f(flxll =x. Conversely,let

xo be a solution of equation (1). If
f(xrl , xo, then flfko)l , fko) (since I
increases), so lff(xo)) > x0, contrary to
our assumption. Similarly, f(xol < xo
implies f(fkoll < xo. So xo must be a

solution of equation (2).
So the given equation reduces to
the equation x: flxl: 4f2x-1, or
# - Zx+ 1 = 0, whichcanbe solvedby
factoring: # -2x + I = (# -x) - (x- 1) =
(x- 1)(* +x- 1) : 0. It has three roots: 1

!"lill2.

A short solution to this problem involves the scalar product of
13.

VeCtoIS.

(a)Denote by a,b, c the unit vectors directed with the vectors Bd,
Ci., AB, respectively. The angle
between a andb is n -y (fig. 15). The
other angles between these vectors
can be expressed in similar form.

srmilar to ABC rrrth the ratio o{
similarity equal to 3 1.
(c) The last remark irnmediately

yiclds thc ans\\'cr: thc rrtro rn ques-

x

are equivalent. First we note that
any solution of /(x) : x is certainly a

and(-1

+ rrz

=

and

2 I 3.

Finall1,, arca\CMKL\ = arcalBLC) arealB-\IK) = 2 3 - l14 : al1).
9. Trrangles ABC, ACD, andBCD
are ali similar to one another, and in
the notation oi iigure 14 we have
P,

f(f(xll

We have

Figure 14

0 S (a + b + c)2

tion ts 13 i +lr : 9,,' 16. 1Ntemate1r,, thrs
result can be obtarned irom the iact
that the ratio of the areas of triangles
Ap lC r and ABC is 3 l4, rvhich is not
hard to see in figure 12.)
8. First, let's find the ratio CL',LA.
Draw MN ll BL ltis. 13). Then
Cl/ = Nl (since CM = MB) and
NL= LA (sinceMK = KA). Therefore,

{i6 <2 and.,,'6 .3.
Replacing the innerrnost roots in
both terms of the surn in question
by 2 and 3, respectively, we will
only increase the surn, but
now it becomes exactly
equal to 5.

Figure 13

11. The function in question, viewed as a function,
of the variable x, is a polynomial of degree no greater
than 2.If we denote it by
Plxl, it is not hard to see
that P(a): Plb): P(cl : t;
that is, the polynomial
P(x) - t has at least three
roots (the problem stipulates that a, b, and c are all

+
10. Notice that

:

a2

+b2 + c2

2(ab. bc. ca)

= 3 + 2[cos

+ cos

(n-y) * cos (n-

o)

- B)l
: 3 - 2(cos o(, + cos p + cos y),
(m

BU

Figure 15
IlJAirrlJ1'l/[rlslrtRs, llrlITS & S0t"UIt0liS
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and the desired estimate follows
immediately.
(b) The proof of this inecluality is
almost the same as for the previous
one except that the vectors a, b, c
must be replaced by Oi, OB, Od
(fig. l5), where O is the circumcenter
of the given triangle (ldal = toBt :
lOdl is the circumradius, and the
angles between these vectors are 2u,
2P,2y if the triangle is acute. TI, say,
the angle a is obtusg then the angle
between OE and OC is Zn-Zu,but
its cosine still equals cos 2cr).
ru. @l Denote the given expression by /(u). Then

f'lal

= (3 sin2 o(. cos

-

. cos 3ct

s

3 sin3 u sin 3a)

+ (3 cos 3cr . cos3

:

clr

-3cos2o.sino.sin3o)
3(sin2
.

cr

+ cos2

(cos cr . cos 3cx

:3

cos

-

cr)

sin o sin 3cr)

4cx,.

Therefore, f(ul = 3/+ sin 4o + const.
Since/(0) :0, the constant is zero, so

f(ul :3Lsin

4cr.

One of the numbers x and y is even
(consider remainders modulo 41. Let

it be x. Then there exist relatively
prime positive integers m and n of
different parity such that

*

f : -'-n',
u=m2+n2.

52
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From the second of these equation,

Ar-B
Figure 16
ments of length d, arrd the infinite

it

follows that n, y, m is also a
Pythagorean triple. These three
numbers are pairwise relatively
prime and, since y is odd, n is even.
So we can represent them as

descent can begin.
2. The existence of the represen-

tation in question is equivalent to
the solvability of the equation
* * t' + zz :7t2. An analysis of the
remainders modulo 8 shows that all
the numbers xt y, 2,, are even. So we
can divide both sides of the equation

by two and repeat the argument,
carrying out an infinite descent.

n = Zab,
y + az -b2,

m:

ity by 3 to show that any solution
lr, y, zl ca;a be represented as

a2 + b2,

with relatively prime a

and b. The
first of equations (2) givesx2 = 4mab,
where m is relatively prime to ab
(since ab = nl2l. Therefore, all three
numbers m, a, arrd b arc perlect
squares:

3. Both equations have a single solution, (0, 0, 0).Inpart (a)use divisibil-

l3xr,3y1,3zrl,where(x1, y1, zrl is another, "smaller" solution. Then "descend to infinity." In part (b) exam(Supplied by the editor)
ine the remainders of x, y,z (mod 13).
l. A proof can be made by analogy When divided by 13, integer cubes
to the first proof (in the article) of the give only the remainders 0, l, 5, B,
irrationality of
Suppose there (:-5), and 12 (=-1). It follows that any
existed a segment"D.
d such that AC arld three numbers xt y, z satisfying the
BC are both integral multiples of d. equation are all divisible by 13, which
We will construct a smaller triangle, allows for infinite descent.
similar to the original, and show that
4. (a) This equation can be solved
its sides are also integral multiples of as (or even simply reduced to) probd. But this leads to an infinite desceng
lem 2 in the article. (b) This problem
in which we will eventually get a tri- is, in fact, a partictlar case of Ferangle whose sides are smaller ttran d mat's Great Theorem-the only
itself, which is a contradiction.
case that has an elementary proof,
To construct the smaller triangle, which was foundby Fermat himself.
we bisect angle B and let it intersect This proof uses infinite descent, and
AC at C, (see figure 15). Then we we outline it below.
draw line CrCrparallel to BC. Now
Consider the more general equation
CCr: Cp : AB (this depends on the
(1)
*+1/:u2.
tact that the vertex angle is 36o), so
i{ we divide the perimeter of ABC Suppose it has a solution in nonzero
into segments of length d, then integers. Then it has a solutiortxt yt
point C will be one of these division u in positive, pairwise relatively
points. Also, AC, : CrCr: CrB, so prime integers. The numbers*,5P,
C, is also one of these division u form a Pythagorean triple-that is,
points. Thus the sides of triangle
(*2)2*lv'l':u'.
ACrcz can be measured off in seg-

lnlinile desceltt

:2mn,

-

-.)

,l

u - /1r

m=U?
But this means that xl, y1, u1 is a
solution to equation (1) with relatively prime x, arrd yr:

*t4*yro:a2+b2=m:u?.
It remains to notice that this solution is "smaller" than the initial one
in the sense that ut

uraul

< u, because

= II7 < II72 + n2 = u.

5. Prove that the maximumvalue
of the written numbers or the number of these maxima decreases at

each step of the process, while all
the numbers remain positive. This

will

mean that the sum of the

maxima strictly decreases and must
be a fraction after some number of

iterations.
6. Drop the perpendicular from
the given point P to the plane F, of
an arbitrary face of the polyhedron.
If it falls outside the face, it will intersect another (and only one other)
face. Its planeFris closer thanF, to
P. Drop the perpendicular from P to
the plane Fr, take the face it intersects, and continue the process. If

these perpendiculars never fall

The letters, read from the top down,

form the name Thomas Alva
Edison.

Numbet pentominoes. See figure

t9.
Counting pointers. See figure 20.
Battleships. See figure 21
From X to 0. See figure 22.
Compound Latin square. See fig-

ure 23. The hidden "surprise" is
Bucharest (the capital of Romania).

Figure 17
inside af.ace, we'llget an infinite sequence of faces, all of which are di{ferent because the distances from P
to their planes F1, F2, ... strictly decrease. But there are only finitely
many faces.
For nonconvex polyhedrons the
statement is not true. A counterexample (Kepler's stella octangulal
is given in figure 17; the point can be
taken at the center of the cube.

Toy Slore
Lights in the night. The answer is
shown in figure 18. The windows on
each floor of the building must be
read as the Morse code of a letter! A

single lit windorv is a dot; two lit
windows in a row denote a dash.

without an exhaustive search that there are odd
1. We can prove

numbers greater than 3 not represent-

in the required form, but our

proof is not elementary. On the other

hand, an exhaustive search shows
that the smallest nonrepresentable
number is 149.
2. Since statements (ru1), (or) in
both dialogues are the same, the reasoning in the first three sections of
the article remains valid. So so belongs to the set

c

=

{1

1, 17,',23,27, 29, 35, 37, 4L, 47, 53]l,

and all these numbers satisfy (of).
Statement (rcr) means that

-
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It was proved in the article that any
number with property (oi) belongs
to C. Therefore, we can replace lxil
with this:
fot any factoilzation of pointo
the product of integers satisfying inequalities (1) and (2)
their sumbelongs to

Spinnin$ Uold
able

for any factorization of pointo
the product of two integers satisfying inequalities (1), (2),
their sum satisfies [oi). l"il

Search through all representations of
the numbers in C as the sums of two
terms: s = k + 1 (f.or 2 s k < /) and
check whether the products kJ sattsfy (n,{1. The search can be reduced

approximately by half i{ we prove in
advance, using (mi'), thatpois not divisible by 4.

This search shows that only four
numbers in C yield a decomposition
s = k + J such that klsatisfies (ni'):
23 = 6 + 17,

35=13+22,

37:3+34:Ll+26:L4+23,
53=2+51=7+45.
couldn't guess the numbers kn and In even after statement
(nrl, so*23 and so + 35. So in view
of.lo2l, so = 37 or so = 53. After P
had understood this, he managed
to determine ko and 10. Therefore, po: ll . 26 :285, because otherwise P would have had either
po: 102 : 3 ' 34 :2' 5l or po: 322:
14. 23 = 7 . 45, and wouldn't be able
to choose between 37 = 3 + 34 =
14 + 23and 53 :2 + 5l : 7 + 45.
Finally, we get so = 37, po = 286,
ko = 11,10=26.
Since

3
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Readel'stltlrilB...
Several readers wrote to object to our solution to
physics challenge Pl51 in the |anuaryfFebntary
1995 issue. One correspondent, |ohn |. Spokas, professor of physics at Illinois Benedictine College in
Lisle, Illinois, sent us a detailed critique of a solution he found "unreasonable and arbitrary." Prof..
Spokas writes:
The same notation as found in the published solution
be iollowed in the discussion below. From the obvious symmetry/ it is onlynecessary to considerplacing the
added mass in the proximity of leg I. The problem with
the published solution has to do with the placement at
A of force f eand the placement at B of the equivalent
Iorce f ,o. In selecting points A and B, an unjusti{ied assumption is made regarding the comparative values of f,
xd f, and of f , and f o. What argues against the equivalent forces f e and f sabeing at A' and B' is illustrated in
figure 1 below. Point P (5 y) locates the position of the
added mass m f 2.In{act, the most reasonable location of

will

B'is coincident with

/0.

The underlying difficulty with the problem and the so-

lution published is that the problem is indeterminate.
Even with the added mass at the center of the table, it is
not possible to determine how the load distributes among
the four legs. There is one too many legs! Restricting the
added mass to the region bounded by the x- and y-axes

and the line x + y = 1, legIII is not required {or mechani-

cal stability.

An alternate solution is offered here. Restricting the
added mass to the region outlined above and recognizing

that leg III is not required, it is eliminated-that is, /, is
set equal to zero. Incidentally, this corresponds to B'coinciding withlo. One readily finds that the locus of points
for the added mass that makes f 1 = mgl4 is the line
x + y :1/2. Thus the full region of the table where the
added mass may be placed

problems Ior students to work up and present at our seminar conducted by the Physics Club on campus.
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Figure 2
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without overstressing a leg is

outlined in figure 2 by the broken line.
It is a bit strange that by using only three legs it is possible to position the added mass closer to a leg than the
published solution, which uses all {our legs, allows! Evidently the extra leg results in a greater stress in the leg
nearest the added mass. This comes about {rom the arbitrary and unreasonable manner in which the indeterminacy was handled. Load is being transferred from legs II
and IV to leg III, which is farther from leg I, and this requires greater support {rom leg I.
The difficulties described here would be avoided if the
problem pertained to a triangular table in the form of an
equilateral triangle with legs at the corners.
We find Quantum to be a great magaztne, engaging
and stimulating. It is an excellent resource for physics

9

24,26,41, Cover3
Cover 4
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The World Puzle Chamilonshif
A report on the 1995 convocation in Romania,
problems from Brno (7993) and Brasov (1995)
by Vladimir Dubrovsky

ITHOUT MUCH RISK I revived in the new format of the
daresay that the Brainteasers

department is one of the
most popular in Quantum.
So our readers might be interested to
know that there is an annual international competition that includes
solving problems of the brainteaser
variety. The history of this competition is not very long. Apparently it
dates back to 1984, when przzle
makers from a number of East European countries came to Poland for
the first International Crossword
Marathon, which grew out of a similar national Polish contest. It was a
Z4-hour, nonstop team competition
to create the longest crossword
ptzzle (the results were measured in
meters). The marathon became an
annual event/ but as new countries
joined, it was understood that this
kind of contest is not perfectly fair
to all: the Finnish and Dutch teams
quite reasonably complained that
their native languages are not as
suitable for composing long crosswords as/ say/ English. The marathon could no longer exist on alarge
international scale-it was held for
the last time in 1990 in Croatia.
Thanks to Wiil Shortz, the
American team captain, who then
was the editor of Cames magazine
(and now is the puzzle editor of the
New York Times), the idea of an international puzzle competition was

World Puzzle Championship (WPC ).
With the backing of the publisher of
Games and of Times Books, Shortz

organized the first WPC in New
York in 1992.Itbecame the pattern
for subsequent championships in
Brno (Czech Republic)in 1993, Cologne (Germany)

in

1994, and Brasov

(Romania) in 1995. The American
team has won the WPC twice-in
1992 and1995; the Czechs took the
other two contests. Infact,last year

the Americans were double win-

ners-an individual victory

was
gained by Wei-Hwa Huang, a student at MIT.
So far the structure of the Championships has not been firmly established. The schedule of the competition, the checking of solutions and
scoring, and the selection (and cre-

ation) of the contest ptzzles are
farmed out to the organizers, which
certainly leaves the mark of their
taste on the entire event/ and not
always to the satisfaction of all. For
instance, the organizers of the last
WPC decided to shift the stress in
the selection of puzzles to crosswords, because they consider crosswords the most popular puzzle genre
(this is undoubtedly true in western
Europe and North America, though
I'm not so sure about the rest of the
world). So quite a few puzzles re-

quired the knowledge of the Engiish

{or native) spelling of some personal
and geographic names, which was
certainly disadvantageous even for
participants who use the Roman alphabet but transliterate names phonetically, to say nothing of the fapanese and Russians. These and other

problems were discussed at the International Ptzzle Congress that
was proceeding while the contes-

tants struggled with the puzzles.
The general opinion was that such
violations of the basic principie of
linguistic and cultural neutrality
should be avoided in the future. (The
next WPC is scheduled for this year

in the Netherlands, and the 5th
WPC willbe hosted by Croatia in
tee7.)
So what does one do at the Worid
Puzzle Championships? With regard to the format, this competition
resembles mathematical oiympiads. All participants solve the same
set of problems. In Brasov, for example, there were four 2-3-hour sessions with lSpuzzles to be solved at
each. The difference is that the
WPC includes special team rounds,
where all members of each team
can work together on the same
puzzle, or they can distribute the
given set of ptzzles among themselves according to their tastes and
abilities-only the best individual
score for eachp:uzzle counts in the
total team score. As to the puzzles

Otl[[IIUliil/TOY SIORT
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themselves, it would be hard even
to name the kinds of challenges of-

fered at the four championships
held since 1992, although a vast
class of puzzles-mechanical or
manipulat iv e puzzles-remains
unused at the WPC (with very few
exceptions). Maybe this is because
it's more difficult to supply such
puzzles in sufficient cluantity. On
the other hand, all sorts of printed
puzzles have appeared at the competitions. To list but a few, there
were general-knowled ge quizzes,
where you had to guess a country
from its flag, say, or its national
anthem; various picture puzz1,es, in
which you had to spot the differences between two almost identical
pictures, put a scrambled comic
strip back together, or find a hidden
image; mazest tilings; and crossword-type puzzles. But first and
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points, respectively), but it turned
out that the first one was the most
difficult in the competition-only
two participants managed to solve
it. This ptuzle seems to be of a logical nature, but it isn'tl (Consider
this a hint.) Personally I would be
unable to solve it in principle. (This
Zdenek Chromy).
is another hint.) Such puzzles-they
Lights in the night. In figure 1 you can be called surprise ptzzles-are
see a 16-story building with some realpuzzle gems and natrxally, are
windows lit and some dark. Thepat- not encountered very often at the
tern of dark and light windows WPC. On the corrtrary, the second
obeys a certain law. Figure out the challenge is, in principle, trivial: aflaw and "turn off the lights" in the ter all, the total number of possible
windows of the top floor according dissections o{ the given grid is finite,
to this law.
and if you have enough time you can
Number pentominoes. Cut the simply try aII possibilities (it might
grid with numbers shown in figure be better to write a computer pro2 into pieces made up of five con- gram that would do this for you).
nected squares such that no two o{ The problem is that you don't have
them are of the same shape and the enough time, not at the WPC, at
sums of numbers in all the pieces are least. However, in this kind of
pwzzle you can usually find a thread
equal to one another.
It's interesting that originally the that can be pulled to unravel the
score for the first problem was lower entire knot without searching
than for the second (15 and 20 through lots of possibilities.
Such combinatorial ptzzles are
very popular in |apan. Many of them
7 I 0 5 I 4 7 1 9
were invented there (they appear in
3 o 6 I 5 0 6 1 0
puzzle magazines published by the
4 0 2 2 1 5 4 6 4
Sekai Bunka publishing house in
0 2 3 6 0 6 8 0 1
Tokyo), and they are now becoming
more popular throughout the world.
o 8 1 5 2 3 5 3 o
About a quarter of.theptzzles at the
Figure 2
fourth WPC were cooked
up from fapanese recipes.
This was supposed to (but
3 3 6 2 J
didn't) compensate for the
language problems experi5 4 3 2 4
enced by the |apanese
5 2 2 0 3
team.
Anyway, these
2 2 3 0 2
ptlzzles are elegant and at4 3 5 o 6
tractive indeed, and I want
example
to acquaint Quantum readers with some of them. (A11
Figure 3
the puzzles below are bor-

foremost, one encountered an incredible variety of mathematical
and logical brainteasers.
And now let me introduce to you
some of the challenges from the
World PuzzLe Championships. The
first two were offered at the second
WPC in Brno (both were created by

rowed from the fourth
I
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Draw arrows in the 20
empty squares on the
sides of the big square
with numbers such that

o
3

Figure

wPC.)
Counting pointers (fig.
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each of them is parallel to

a side or diagonal of the
big square and each number in the grid equals the
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Battleships :r:. I . hrsert the stanclat.l s.: . i snip-.5 ' tor the game of
battl..hrps ,shou'n in the iigurc) in
rhc - . - s.}rare grid so that (1J any
t\\ o srlllarcs occupied by the ships
never havc a common side (though
they can have a common vertex); (2)
each number given in the grid equals
the nurnber of occupied squares adjacent to the square.
From X to O (fig. 5). Drar,r, a path
from each X to onc of thc O's so that
the path consists of tlvo perpenclicular segments parallel to the grid lines
and cvery grid scluare belongs to
clnly one path.
Compound Latin square (fig. 6).
Write one of the nine letters A, B, C,
E, H, R, S, T, U in each empty scllrare
of the given grid such that each row,
column, and 3 x 3 block marked
wlth bold lines contains each letter
once. The resulting array will contain a ninc-icttcr "surprise," which
you:r1so have to identify.
O
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Make an

impact in
your classroom with
this interdisciplinary
Suide to
cratering. How do craters
form? What can craters tell
us about planetary science?
How have impacts affected
Earth's history and the
history of life?
Produced in cooperation
with NASA and The Planetary Society, Craters!
includes 20 ready-to-use,
hands-on activities that use
cratering to teach key
concepts in physics, astronomy, biology, and Earth
sciences. Special features

include a summary of research on Shoemaker-Levy
9's encounter with Jupiter,
and a detailed background
section for teachers. The
book comes with a Mac/
Windows CD-ROM packed
with supplemental images
for use with classroom
activities. But you don't need
a computer to make excellent
use of the activities bevause
all of the

pagesincluding
beautiful
imaEies of the
Moon and other cratered
surfaces-are photocopyready.

Grades 9-12,1995, 240 pp.

#PB120X

$24.95
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